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The News'
Briefs
Aspen chamber ensemble opening for
Forefront Series

Aspen Music Festival's
chamber ensemble,
SOUNDINGS, will present
the opening concert on the
Music at the Forefront Series on Oct. 25 at the University. The free performance is scheduled for 8 p.m.
in Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The appearance is sponsored by the College of Musical Arts' MidAmerican
Center for Contemporary
Music. The concert will feature a variety of contemporary solo and chamber music for flute, clarinet and
piano. Included on the program are works by Pierre
Boulez, Elliott Carter, Mary
Flnsterer, Andrew Ford,
Magnus Lindberg, Conlon
Nancarrow, Giacinto Scelsi
and Michael Smetanin.
SOUNDINGS was founded
in 1994 at Aspen's summer
music festival by members
of the Aspen Contemporary
Ensemble. Throughout a
two-year residency, the ensemble became the premiere festival event
through critically acclaimed performances of new
music. For further information about the concert or
seminar call 372-2685.

Trial dates set for
inmates accused of
stabbing prisoner

LONDON, Ohio - Trial
dates have been set for two
Madison Correctional Institution inmates indicted in
the stabbing death of a
17-year-old prisoner.
John C. Stojetz, 40, and
Jerry W. Bishop, 29,
pleaded innocent during arraignments Thursday in
Madison County Common
Pleas Court.
They were indicted on
one count each of murder in
the death of Damlco Watkins, who was stabbed 40
times at the minimum- and
close-security prison near
this central Ohio city.
Judge Robert D. Nichols
set Stojetz's trial date for
March 10, while Bishop's
trial is to begin May 12, said
court secretary Sandy
Stoughton. Acting county
Prosecutor Steve Pronai
will seek the death penalty
in both cases.
Pronai said Watkins, of
Cincinnati, may have been
killed because the men
wanted to commit a crime
that would send them back
to the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility in Lucasvllle, where they feel more
comfortable. They had been
transferred to Madison
County following the April
1993 Lucasville prison riot.
Watkins may have been
targeted because he had
fought with a Juvenile inmate whose father is a
friend of Stojetz, Pronai
said.

Lucas County will
build new juvenile
detention center

TOLEDO - The state
plans to help Lucas County
build a 125 bed juvenile detention center, though the
county still has to come up
with most of the money.
The Ohio Department of
Youth Services has pledged
$6.5 million for the $18 million project.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Browns Backers coming to
Saturday's football game against
Ball State.
Page 7

Bowling Green, Ohio

Liquor
agents
arrest
in city
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Screw Jump

Brandon Wray
The BC News
If you were sitting in one of
Bowling Green's numerous bar
and grills this weekend drinking
underage you may have run into
a member of the Ohio Department of Liquor Control.
Homecoming weekend is always a big party weekend and
liquor agents from Toledo came
down to help Bowling Green City
Police crack down on underage
drinking and other violations, according to Leo Skinner, public information director for the Ohio
Department of Public Safety.

"In 1994, people aged
16 to 20 killed 31
people in drunk
driving accidents in
Ohio."
Leo Skinner
public information director
Skinner said six agents were in
Bowling Green this past weekend. Eight people were arrested
at the football game and three
were arrested at Campus Quarters Bar and Grill. However, no
bars were cited for violations.
The Department of Liquor's
main goal is to combat underage
drinking and keep drinkers off of
the road, according to Skinner.
"In 1994, people aged 16 to 20
killed 31 people In drunk driving
accidents in Ohio," Skinner said.
"In 1995 the same group killed 61
SH LIQUOR.
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Heather Ferguson, a member of Womens Gymnastics and Junior
elementary education major, twists her body as she Jumped out-

side Olscamp Hall.

Intercultural lecture planned
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
There will be intercultural
communication events this
weekend presented by the Institute for the Study of Culture and
Society at the University.
Mikhail Esptein, an associate
professor in the Department of

Russian, Eurasian, and East
Asian Languages and Cultures at
Emory University, will be copresenting a lecture tonight on
"Experiments in Transculture:
Rethinking Russian and American Creative Communication."
The event is open to all faculty
and students Interested.
'Transculture is a movement

that came from Russia that believes each culture is insufficient
by itself, and that Interaction
with other cultures Is needed to
be complete," Esptein said.
Ellen Berry, University
professor of English and director
of women's studies, will copresent the lecture that will take
place in 223 Olscamp Hall tonight

at 7 p.m.
Esptein will discuss the history
of this movement of transculture, and Berry will discuss the
relationship between the movement and contemporary AngloAmerican culture studies.
Following tonight's lecture,
See CULTURE, page three.

Library offers career day
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
Students wanting to find out
more about careers available to
them dealing with libraries and
Information science can attend
the "Careers in Library and Information Science Day" this Saturday In 101 Olscamp Hall.
Library Dean Linda Dobb said
many students have questions
about how their majors might be
related to a career In this f ield.
"This open house will allow
students to meet with area librarians and find out what different

Job opportunities they might
have and what these Jobs include," she said.
Jennifer Honsberger, library
dean's secretary, said the Information day will take place from 1
to 4 p.m. and is open to anyone interested.
"This will provide information
on careers available to people
who hold masters In library and
information science degrees,"
she said. "It will help people interested in this field to know
what their Job opportunities will
be."
During the event, there will be

librarians and information specialists available representing
law, hospital, public and special
libraries.
The University is also involved
with a pilot program with Kent
State University this year to help
bring accredited, master's degree level courses in library and
information science to northwest
Ohio.
Faculty and staff from Kent
State will also be participating In
the event to answer any questions students may have about
the program.

Hepatitis B vaccinations offered
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
Student Health Services offers
vaccinations for the hepatitis B
virus, and health care professionals recommend that all students become immunized against
the disease.
Joanne Navln, associate director of Student Health Services,
said hepatitis B Is a viral infection that can be transmitted
through sexual contact or any
contact with infected blood or
bodily fluids.
Navln said she would encourage students to become immun-

ized for the virus to protect vices, said he would also encourthemselves and said the Health age all students to get the vacCenter offers reasonable prices.
cine.
"Students should take advan"Hepatitis B Is a horrible
tage of what we can offer to pre- disease, but the vaccine is safe
vent themselves from infec- and effective," he said.
tions," she said. "You do not
Kaplan said one of their goals
know if or when you may be ex- this year at health services Is to
posed to hepatitis B, but the in- get the word out about hepatitis
jection can protect you."
B and encourage more students
She also said that hepatitis B is to become vaccinated against the
an incurable illness so once disease.
someone has it, there isn't any
"Hepatitis B is an extremely
way to cure it.
contagious virus that is 100 times
"Everybody should get immun- more contagious than HIV
ized for hepatitis B," Navin said.
through blood contact," Kaplan
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, medical director of Student Health SerSee HEPATITIS, page three.
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Allison Jasky, (left) freshman finance major, shakes hand with
Jahi Gye Nyame, assistant director of Career Services, at
Freshman Fair held at Business Administration building Thursday.

New technology class offered
Darla Wamock
The BC News
An Interdisciplinary course being offered this spring combines
the resources of three departments to form a new, innovative
class.
Developed to allow students to
explore the changes Involved in
technology, the course on Emerging Technologies and Culture examines how each area of life is
affected by technology.
The class is separated Into
three sections: English, popular
culture and telecommunications.

About 60 students will be able to
participate in the course, with 20
students participating in each
section.
The course will be staffed primarily by its developers, Tom
Klein, Jack Nachbar and Melissa
Splrek In their respective departments. Alan Rea, a graduate
student in the English Department has also been influential In
the process of developing the
course.
Klein said the idea for the new
class began while the instructors
See CLASS, page three.
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to the ground Thought gets a busy signal

What's up with people tearing around at breakneck speeds In the parking lots? One E.A.R. staff
member was almost flattened by some such Emerson
Flttlpaldi when leaving her car In the parking lot by
the Union. Come on. folks — it's a parking lot, not
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Save your speed
for the highway.
•
•
•
•
The bathrooms in the Union are disgusting! An
E.A.R. member reports that the first floor women's
room had toilet paper all over the floor, no paper towels, had dirty floors and sinks and smelled just plain
horrible. So much for building community. This is a
bathroom that a lot of visitors use — how about cleaning up?
•
•
*
•
Has anyone else noticed the mass cricket/grasshopper infestation around town? It seems like everywhere we go, the high-Jumping greenish-brown things
are sitting there, ready at any moment to spring onto
your pants or shirt and induce a severe "EWWWW!
BIG GROSS BUG ON ME!" seizure-type dance that
many a bug-a-phobic displays when this unfortunate
event occurs.
•
•
•
•
Okay, folks, they're harping on us for not going
to the football games. There is a home game on Saturday at 1 p.m. If you're not going home to work or
see friends or family, the football games really are
worth your time — plus, they're FREE (with your student I.D.). Come see the Falcons beat Ball State on
Saturday. Please?
•
•
•
•

This week in Master column Theatre, we present Phone
Boy in: "The Long Distance
Call." Phone Boy Is a male college student wno is obsessed
with his long distance relationship. He is not some schmuck
who works for AT&T.
You may remember Phone
Boy from such attractions as:
"Phone Boy Gets a Long Distance Relationship." "Phone
Boy Gets the Phone Bill."
"Phone Boy Gets a Job. Loses
Girl." and "Phone Boy Buys
Cellular Phone. Gets Girl
Back."
Note: My therapist feels
that by creating the character
of Phone Boy. I am lashing out
in jealousy against those who
have a deep meaningful relationship, we now cut straight
to the action ...
Phone Boy (to himself):
"Its 7:30. time to be social."
(Phone Boy removes a dresser
from behind the door of his 2'
by 2' dorm room, removes a
chain and lock from the door,
and dusts cobwebs off the
doorway. Portable phone In
hand. Phone Boy closes his
eyes and takes a brave step into
the dorm hallway as he hits
memory dial.)
"Come on. girl ... pick up
... answer the phone ... I don't
know how much longer I can
stand It out here ... Hey! Julie,
how are you doing?"

■■■■'.j'-j.- "W .»yy»

denly everyone knew who I was.
Isn't that weird?"
"That's some wild stuff. It
must have been a practical Joke
or something."
(Three hour silent period.
In this time, bacteria go
through 10-15 generational life
g'cles. the weather In Bowling
reen shifts from 30 degrees,
to 70 degrees, back to 30 degrees, and the campus shuttle
service makes It the entire way
around campus, approx. 2.3
miles.)
"Oh my gosh! It's 3 In the
morning! Where does the time
go?"
"I don't know. Julie. It's
like I Just called you. We get to
talking and the timejust slides
by like the Cheeseburger Soup
from the cafeteria."
"Well. I must go now. I
miss you so much! I wish we
lived closer. I love you with all
my heart!"
"You may miss me. Julie,
but I don't miss you."
"You don't?'
"No. I carry my phone
right next to my heart, symbolic
of my love for you. When I get
lonely. I touch my phone and
feel all better Inside."
"Awww. I think I'm going
to puke, I mean cry.'
(You don't think they'd
actually ... Do you? Maybe
not... maybe - OH MY HELP ME
RHONDA COVER YOUR

EYES!!!!)
Phone Boy and Julie.
Jointly: "Klssee klssee klsseee
klssee klssee!"
With that. Phone Boy
hung up. He turned to go into
his room. But wait! Was someone down the hallway? Who
would be up this late? A flash
of brown curly hair. The unmistakable click of a Motorola FXZ
157 cellular phone clicking
shut. Could it be? Is there another Phone Being out there?
What will happen? Watch
for future episodes of Phone
Boy. Fridays in The News.
You're saying to yourself.
"I can do this. A first grader
could write this. He doesn't
even have a point." You're right.
This column was written by
Mrs. Sloan's first grade class In
Wichita. Ohio as slave labor,
violating every law ever made.
However, the lollipops were allyou-can-eat.
Anyway, here's your
chance to contribute. I need to
know the last thing on your
mind at this instant. There are
a couple of rules. Sex. or anything relating to sex. cannot be
an answer. If sex is the last
thing on your mind you; A) need
help, and B) are lying. Also, by
telling me the last thing on your
mind. I have your permission to
reprint It in The News. So e-mail
me at mather®bgnet., and tell
me what you're not thinking.

be gained In the classroom.
Whatever reasons drive us
home, we must examine them
in the light of larger and future
Issues.
I wish those who are
studying the matter much luck
and perserverance In concerned. Sure, you can get an structing a good survey instrueducation by being a M-F stu- ment. I'll be looking forward to
dent: zillions of commuter stu- the results and their analysis.
dents have done so.
But what these educators
Ed Dullng
are concerned about, I would
assistant professor
personally phrase as follows:
Musical Arts
You have classes, and then you
have time to be a curious
learner outside of class In acaIsn't It obvious that the
demic, social and browsing accapitalist upper-class controls
tivities."
The first two are self-ex- the U.S. Presidency, the govplanatory, but the final, brows- ernment, the Republican and
ing, is what I tell my music edu- Democratic parties, the mass
cation classes separates the media, the educational system,
real curious, creative and seek- the military, the courts, the
ing learner from those who stock market, most private
merely hop through the hoops property, all the major corpoto get a degree.
rations and 70 percent of the
I say. "Are you in love with naUonal wealth?
Do you really believe that
learning? Do you browse the
library. Internet as well as other the capitalist elites are going to
disciplines? Do you try to con- give up their massive amounts
nect what you already know to of wealth and power Just besomething new that you see. cause you voted to have a real
hear or experience?"
democracy?
It really Is a case of "habit
Do you really believe that
they care about anything else
of mind."
The crux of the matter is, except preserving their elite
"What are we doing here BE- position in society?
We need revolutionaries
YOND the classes?"
There is a dimension to and we need them now! We
college education that cannot need people who are going to

stir things up. who are going to
take risks, who are going to
challenge power, who are going
to say "enough of this!"
We need visionaries who
see clearly that the time has
come for the people to take
complete control over the entire U.S. economic system creating the world's first political and economic democracy. A
double democracy! The whole
world will follow our lead!
We need fearless ones who
will never kneel to the power
elite, who will organize and mobilize, who will seize this moment In history, to save out democracy, save our country. The
whole world Is waiting.
The revolution needs you
now!

Tom
Mather

"Fine, how are you?"
"Good."

"... Yeah ..."
(Half-hour silent period.)
"So ... anyway Julie. I got
the next phone bill."
"Really?"
"Yeah. The bad news is
that money was supposed to
pay for my tuition. The good
news is we saved over a thousand dollars!"
"That's what my mother
says, always look on the bright
side."
"... What's new?"
"Not much ..."
(One hour silent period.)
"Oh. Julie! Did I tell you
how I almost got arrested?"
"No. What happened?"
"1 was walking down the
hall one night, and this guy
didn't know who I was. I think
he was the R.A. or something,
I'm not sure. Anyhow, he called
the cops and reported a
stranger In the building. No one
recognized me. so the cops were
going to take me away. But get
this, as soon as I picked up the
phone to call my parents, sud-

It seems as though there's some real progress
being made on our brand -spankin' new pedestrian
mall. We even have grass now! And, along with the
grass, there's sprinklers watering the grass — or, sort
of. How about aiming those sprinklers at the GRASS,
not at the sidewalk? Just a thought...
•
•
•
•
Reason numero dos for coming to the football
game — the Browns Backers are coming! Since the
wonderful deflection of their beloved orange and brown
team, they're coming to cheer on our orange and
brown team. Come out and offer them your support/
sympathy.

The BG News
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I am always pleased when
there is a discussion on a campus about weekends, campus
involvemen and how the two
Tiffany Wendeln
Aaron Weisbrod
relate. Based on Tim Marshall's
Copy Chief
Entertainment editor
Wednesday reply and Tuesday's
story. I have to say the recent
Anna Wahrman
Blake Parkins
debate is on the wrong track.
Assistant copy chief
Assistant sports editor That is because it unfortunately
became tied to the almighty
football machine.
The planned spring research is a good idea. However,
Jennifer Apt
Cathy Raidl
such research must be done
during some fall semester also.
Brian Gallatin
Greg Schwitzgebel
By spring, the population
sampled Is different In the
Jeff Gayton
Erin Taylor
dorms -- many of those who
went home every fall weekend
Ryan Kravitz
Jessica Wherry
are back there permanently -for whatever reason.
Margaret Kushlak
Carla Zvosec
As Mr. Marshall points
out. many reasons for running
Copyright 1996 The BC News. Reprinting of any material In ' home are wrapped up in the
this publication without the permission of The BG News Is strictly
economics of paying for college.
prohibited.
Compilers of any survey must
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 Include this.
and Is published dally during the academic year and
As well. I think they must
Wednesday's In the summer.
ask transportation-related
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
questions: "Do you have a car
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
on campus? How do you get
expressed In columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily
those of The BG News.
home when you go?"
Letters Intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
As you see. I believe this
typed and Include the writer's name, phone number and Univeris a factor. Other less tangible
sity affiliation. If any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any
questions Include whether stuand all letters.
dents are "Just spoiled." can't
The BG News encourages tts reader to notify the paper of
do their own laundry, have a
any errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
hometown relationship, etc.
These queries must be phrased
210 West Hall
Bowling Green Slate University
more carefully.
Bowling Green. OH 43403
Dr.'s
Rlbeau
and
bgnews! 9 bgnetbgsu.edu
Mlddleton are rightfully conPenny Brown
Opinion editor

Production Staff

Hideki Kobayashi
Photo editor

Letter

John Cassella
Durango, Colorado

Correction
In the Tuesday, October
15 edition of The News, an
article on page four, "Student
adovooates Natural Law," it
ivas Incorrectly stated that
David Kldd. candidate for the
Ohio State House, was running for the 55th district,
located in Southeast Ohio. It
should read thai the district
Is in Northeast Ohio. The
News regrets the error.
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Proposition 209 decided by ballot
Burt Herman
The Associated Press
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - It has
been described as the most divisive issue on the California ballot, yet each side lays claim to the
same goals, even the same
heroes.
Proposition 209 on the Nov. 5
ballot would prohibit racial and
sexual preferences in public hiring, contracting and education.
Wednesday evening, it figured
in the presidential debate, with
both candidates touting equal
opportunity but differing fundamentally on whether California, or the nation, still needs affirmative action.
Bob Dole said he supported
Proposition 209 because affirmative action helps only "a very

small group at the top," not the
average person. President Clinton opposed the measure, saying
discrimination still exists and affirmative action gives everyone
"an opportunity to prove they are
qualified."
The measure, if passed, would
invalidate many programs that
have sought to ensure the disadvantaged - primarily women and
racial or ethnic minorities - get a
piece of the action.
Affirmative action's supporters say policies that steer a portion of public business to minorities and women or that consider
students' race, sex or ethnicity in
college applications are necessary to counteract institutional
racism and sexism.
Opponents say such efforts
constitute deliberate discrimi-

nation, which is wrong no matter
how noble the reasons.
"The Intent of the Initiative is
to reaffirm our commitment to
principles in the 1964 Civil
Rights Act: that government
treat everybody equally, without
regard to race and sex," said
Jennifer Nelson, a spokeswoman
for the pro-209 campaign.
Indeed, the cry of civil rights
dominates the campaign. Proponents call their measure the
California Civil Rights Initiative
and protest loudly if reporters
define it as "anti-affirmative action." They insist it is instead anti-preference.
Both sides went to court over
the printed description of Proposition 209 in the state voters'
pamphlet. A description with no
mention of affirmative action

Getting the job done

was retained.
Both sides, too, have invoked
such civil rights icons as Martin
Luther King Jr. and Rosa Parks,
whose refusal to give up her bus
seat to a white man inspired the
Birmingham, Ala, bus boycott
that helped bring down segregation in the South
Ward Connerly, a University of
California regent and a highprofile supporter of Proposition
209, declared In a recent debate
that the civil rights struggle gave
Parks the right to sit anywhere
on the bus, but not the guarantee
of an assigned seat. Connerly is
black.
King's famous "I have a
dream" speech, that "one day my
four children will live in a nation
where they will not be judged by
the color of their skin but by the

content of their character," has
been cited as a guiding principle
by the proposition's supporters
and detractors alike.
Opponents of the measure,
however, heap scorn on the idea
that passage would be a civil
rights victory.
"Califomian voters are going
to be asked to vote on an initiative that essentially destroys 30
years of civil rights work," said
Dee Martin, a coordinator for
Freedom Fall, the Feminist
Majority's grass-roots campaign
against the Initiative.
"Even with affirmative action,
minorities and women are still
treated unequally," said Mark
Schickman, president of the San
Francisco Bar Association. "To
say 'Let's treat them all equally'
Is to continue that Inequality."

LIQUOR
Continued from page one.

- that figure represents 16 percent of all drunk driving deaths,
so it is obvious that this is a
major problem."
There were also several open

container and furnishing to minors violations, in addition to the
underage arrests. One 44-yearold was cited for an open container.
In addition to college campuses, the liquor agents in-

HEPATITIS
Continued from page one.

said. "It is a stonger virus than
HIV and can survive outside of
the body for longer periods of
time."
There are a series of three
shots for the hepatitis vaccine.
Students have an initial immunization shot and then set up a
schedule with one of the nurses
to come back for subsequent

shots in one month and sixth
months from the first dosage.
Students age 19 and under can
get an adolescent dosage of the
immunization, which is about
half the normal dosage for a cost
of $10 a shot, or $30 for the series
of shots. Cost for students age 20
and older Is $28 a shot, or $84 for
the series.
Navin said students wanting to

Valora Harvey, president of
the California Association of Affirmative Action Officers, rejects the growing perception that
affirmative action amounts to
"reverse discrimination" against
white males.
Her job, she said, is to make
sure that anyone who wants a
state job gets a chance to get in
the front door. Once they do, she
says, they're on their own.

Farrakhan's trip
to Libya, Cuba
prompts inquiry
Michael J.Sniffen
The Associated Press

Police run into Wiley Hall, a men's residence hall at Purdue University to stop a shotgun-wielding student who killed a hall su-

Officials in charge of affirmative action programs in state hiring say they expect little change
if Proposition 209 passes. They
believe their goals for increased
minority and female participation are not the same as the preferences Proposition 209 would
outlaw.

convinced that the government
of Libya remains a strong supporter of terrorist groups" and
that it would be "Inconsistent
with current U.S. foreign policy"
to allow Farrakhan to accept
Gadhaf i's money.
The Supreme Court has ruled
that U.S. citizens have a constitutional right to travel anywhere in
the world.

WASHINGTON - Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan's
September trip to Libya and
Cuba is being reviewed by the
Justice Department for possible
violations of U.S. law.
The autumn trip prompted Justice officials to extend the inquiry into Farrakhan's travels
The only remaining law against
that they originally began last
January when he visited Libya traveling to embargoed countries
and other countries under U.S. bars using a U.S. passport to do
economic embargoes for sup- so. Another law prohibits spendporting terrorism.
ing U.S. currency In such countries. But Justice officials have
"The review continues, based said that embargoed countries
on additional travel," Attorney learned years ago that their U.S.
General Janet Reno said during visitors could avoid violating
her weekly news conference these narrowly written statutes
Tht AiMcUtrd Prcu
if the host country paid their exThursday.
pervisor. The student also took his own life.
On the second trip, Farrakhan penses and did not stamp their
postponed accepting a $1 billion passports.
gift and a $250,000 award from
The Justice review also has exLibyan leader Moammar Gadhafi, because the U.S. Treasury amined whether Farrakhan had
Department refused to authorize become an agent of the Libyan or
vestigate any place that has a when they are here to show them it. Farrakhan said he would chal- other governments. A top aide to
liquor license, any restraurant or the problem areas and spots lenge the Treasury's ruling in Farrakhan sent the government a
tavern and clubs like the Eagles around town.
letter in March denying that the
U.S. courts.
Besides the Bowling Green
according to Skinner.
black muslim leader had become
Galen Ash, Bowling Green City arrests, liquor agents arrested 13
The Treasury is empowered to an agent of Libya or any other
police chief, said his department people at the Melissa Etheridge grant exceptions to the economic foreign country.
concert
in
Toledo
last
weekend.
works with the liquor agents
Foreign agents are required to
embargoes for humanitarian
reasons. Farrakhan had said he register with the U.S. governintended to use the money for ment and disclose any payments
voter registration drives and ec- they receive from those governFor more information about onomic development among ments and spending they do on
get their shots can come to the
Health Center during immuniza- hepatitis B, students can contact blacks in this country.
their behalf. No move has been
tion hours and appointments are the Student Health Service at
But the Treasury said in Au- made so far by the government to
372-2271.
not necessary.
gust that the United States "is compel Farrakhan to register.
Hepatitis B Immunization
hours are Monday through
Wednesday and Friday from 8
am. to 11:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. to
3 p.m., and Thursday from 9:15
am. to 11:15 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. to
3 p.m.

Doctor's visit

CLASS
Continued from page one.

were brainstorm ing for ways of
how to Improve the current education system.
"We were obviously not happy
with the current education
system," Klein said. "We wanted
to rethink education here."
Klein said the class will not
necessarily meet the normal
three times a week. He explained
it will meet about once a week to
form small groups and begin
working on new projects. The
final three weeks of the course
would be in class in order to
make presentations on the material.
"(Students] will be challenged
to investigate," Klein said.
"There's a lot of different learn-

merging technology.
ing."
"You cant take what you see
He emphasized that students
entering into the program will for granted anymore," Rea said.
not have to have an extensive "A lot of people don't hold those
background in computer science. skills."
Klein said he asked Rea to
Klein said novice students would
be paired with those more ad- work with the group on developvanced, allowing students to ing the program. He said many
other graduate students have
learn from each other.
According to Spirek, the class also expressed interest in helpwill help students discover a new ing with the course. The curricumethodology of learning about lum set up for the class allows
the information of technology students to explore the internet,
faxes, telephones, email and letand culture In society.
"We're going to be employed in ters. Presentations and group
an enviornment that we can't work make up the majority of
even predict right now," Spirek course work.
"I wanted to do things
said. "We don't want students to
differently and wanted to start
be lost In the process."
Rea explained the class is making a difference on campus,"
necessary to introduce and pre- Spirek said. "We're actually dopare students for currently e- ing It."

CULTURE
Continued from page one.

there will be two improvisation^
sessions on Saturday to talk
about how to put these strategies
into practice. The sessions will
take place in the College Park Office Building at 10 am. and 3
p.m.
Esptein said these discussions
will focus on brainstorming
about the topic and having partic-

ipants share their own ideas with
one another.
Jodl Sickler, secretary for the
institute, also said the participants will get together for the
Saturday sessions to brainstorm
about different topics.
"They will brainstorm about
what some statement means to
them and how It relates to people
of different cultures," she said.

Sickler said she would encourage students to attend the events
because it is something new that
would be exciting to be involved
with
All of the events are open to
the public, and Esptein said he
would encourage anyone interested to attend. For more information on the events, contact the
institute at 372-0585.
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Veternarians put a tiger to sleep so they can work on his broken leg. The tiger broke Its leg when It
fell out of a tree chasing prey.
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Braves blast Cardinals, return to Series
WORLD
SERIES
ATLANTA BRAVES
NEW YORK YANKEES

• Game 1 •
Saturday • Yankee Stadium
8:01 p.m. • FOX-TV

The Associated Press
ATLANTA - This wasn't a comeback,
this was a wipeout.
The Atlanta Braves unleashed all their
fury in the biggest blowout in postseason
history, trouncing the St. Louis Cardinals
15-0 in Game 7 of the NL championship
series Thursday night to complete a
startling rally from a 3-1 deficit.
Pitcher Tom Glavine hit a bases-loaded
triple that capped a six-run first inning,
and 52,067 crazed fans spent the rest of

the evening partying as the Braves
earned a chance to defend their World
Series title.
Game 1 will be Saturday night in New
York against the Yankees. The Braves
have reached four of the last five World
Series, making it this time by outscoring
St. Louis 32-1 in three straight games.
After Atlanta good-luck charm Francisco Cabrera threw out a first ball - and
before the fans started singing "New
York, New York" - Glavine shut out St.
Louis on three hits for seven innings. He

got support from two-homers by Javy
Lopez, Fred McGriff and Andruw Jones
- at 19, Jones surpassed Mickey Mantle
as the youngest player to connect in a
postseason game.
The painful loss, making the Cardinals
the only club to blow a 3-1 edge three
times in the postseason, meant the end of
Ozzie Smith's career.
The future Hall of Famer, who has announced his retirement, fouled out as a
pinch-hitter In the sixth inning. The
41 -year-old shortstop waved his helmet

to a standing ovation, and drew hugs
from his teammates in the dugout.
Though Marquis Grissom began the
rout by singling on Donovan Osborne's
first pitch, the Braves' playoff comeback
clearly started before then.
It may have begun back at Busch Stadium when Dennis Eckersley pumped his
fist forcefully in the air after a Game 4
win that gave St. Louis a 3-1 lead. The
prompted the Cardinals to put 20 cases of
champagne on ice in anticipation of a
clincher that never came.

Browns
Backers
invited
to game

Special teams
at center stage
against Cards
Scott Brown
The BC News

Vines Guerrieri

If ever there was a game to attend just to watch the special
teams, this is it
Bowling Green and Ball State
lock horns Saturday at Perry
Stadium in a key Mid-American
Conference clash for each. Both
stand with only one loss in MAC
play and are still in the thick of
the race.
The loser of this game can kiss
any Las Vegas Bowl aspirations
they still have goodbye.
The subplot, though, is the special teams play. While neither of
these teams has been particularly flashy on offense or defense
thus far this season, they have
excelled in the kicking game.
"They are an outstanding football team," lauded BG head
coach Gary Blackney. "They are
very, very sound. They are a type
of team that has a great defense,
play real hard, and they have the
best punter in the nation."
That punter is the big reason
Ball State has one of the best
kicking games in the nation. Brad
Maynard was named to seven
Ail-American teams last season
after leading the nation in punting (46.5).
He is second in the nation in
punting thus far this season,

The University has extended
an invitation to Browns fans to
cheer on the Falcons at this
week's game against Ball State.
Jim Nimtz, promotions director in the athletic department,
said a large percentage of the
student population are from the
Cleveland area and the University football program is well suited
for this.
"It's a huge fan base out
there," Nimtz said. 'This would
be a good way to promote Bowling Green athletics."
Nimtz also said the football
program has a tradition of winning, something any Browns fan
will appreciate.
"We're probably the best program in a 150-mile radius,"
Nimtz added.
There is also a natural connection between the Browns and the
University, according to Nimtz.
The Browns practiced here in the
1940s and 1950s, and their colors
were adopted from those of the
University.
Nimtz said Browns fans from
Ohio, Michigan and Indiana will
be coming, and invitations have
been sent out to others. Nimtz
See BROWNS, page five.
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VS.

BALL
STATE
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Perry Stadium
Radio: WBGU-FM (88.1), WFOBAM (1430), WBVI-FM (96.7)
Television: none locally
Brown's Pick: Falcons by two

averaging 47.3 yards per kick.
Ball State is sixth in the nation in
net punting.
An interesting subplot develops with Bowling Green's
punt return team, which ranks
seventh in the country.
•They are probably a little bit
more successful offensively, and
we've maybe had a little more
happening in the special teams,"
Blackney said.
The Falcons have blocked five
punts this season, but getting to
Maynard may be out of the ques-

Tfcc BG Ncwi/Hldckl Kabayukl

Bowling Green place-kicker Jason Straiser could become a factor Saturday when the Falcons take on
Ball State. In this photo, Strasser attempts a field goal against Temple earlier this year as Mark Molk
(11) holds.
Hoc
Setting up some solid returns,
however, will be paramount for
the Falcons.
"Their protection is very good
and [Maynard] gets the ball off
extremely fast," Blackney said
"If he does anything on occasion
- we would all like to have this
problem ~ he outkicks the coverage. He punts the ball so far that

the cover people can't get downfield so you maybe have the opportunity to set up some returns."
Ball State enters the game on a
three-game winning streak, including an overtime victory over
Ohio last week which saw the
Cardinals rebound from a 17-0
deficit.
The Falcons enter on a bit of a

swagger, having lost to Toledo
two weeks ago and struggling before beating Kent last week.
Offense probably wont be
very prolific; the Cardinals are
eighth in the MAC while the Falcons stand in last place in total
offense. Rushing yardage will
also be at a minimum, as the two
teams are in the top three in the
MAC in rushing defense.

Jerry York returns tonight
Blake Parkins
The BC News
This weekend the BG hockey team hosts a series
against Boston College. The matchups are a homecoming of sorts for Golden Eagles coach Jerry
York.
York skippered the Falcons
from 1979-94, and holds many
Bowling Green hockey coaching
records. His 342-248-31 record
makes him the all-time winningest coach In BG hockey history.
During his tenure, BG hockey
was in its prime. York led the
Falcons to four CCHA regularseason titles, one league postseaYork
son crown, and six NCAA Tournament appearances, including a national championship in 1984.

York says that he is looking forward to coming
back to BG to reminisce with old friends and family. York was the coach and mentor of BG assistant
coaches Wayne Wilson - who played on the '84
national championship team - and Brian Hills.
"It's good to get a chance to renew old accquaintances with family," said York. "From a coaching
standpoint, Wayne [Wilson] and Brian
[IIills]played under me, and I coached with Wayne,
and it's always good to see them."
York brings a power-packed squad loaded with
18 letterwinners, including sophomore center
Marty Reasoner. Reasoner was the league Rookie
of the Year and the first-round draft pick of the St.
Louis Blues. The Eagles were fifth in the Hockey
East Association last season with a mark of
12-10-2.
York says that the 6-1, 190 lb. Rochester native
See YORK, page five.

Curtis Fry (right) tracks an Ohio State player during last Saturday's game.
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MAC meet closing in Men's golf has solid showing at Kroger
for BG cross country
NOTEBOOK

Resonating softly in the
voices of BGSU cross country
coaches Steve Price and Sid
Sink is a slight sense of urgency. It's not obvious, but if
you listen closely, it's there.
For Sink, It's due to the
rapidly approaching MidAmerican Conference meet
and the relative lack of improvement in his men's cross
country team. For Price, it's
caused by the fact that no matter how hard his women's
cross country team tries, no
matter how well they run,
somebody else comes out on
top.
The Falcons are set to spend
their only weekend apart, as
the men are traveling to Friday's Central Colleglate's
meet in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
while the women are trekking
to Ann Arbor Sunday for the

CROSS COUNTRY

NOTEBOOK
Jason McMahon
BG News
Sports Writer
Wolverine Inter-Regional.
"This is a big step this
weekend," Sink said. "We've
missed some steps the past
couple weekends."
Those missed steps have
placed the Falcons well out of
MAC title contention, dropping them as far as eighth in
the estimation of many watchers.
"We don't believe that's acceptable," Sink said. He sees
this meet as an opportunity to
See COUNTRY, page five.

The men's golf team finished
14th in the 54-hole Kroger Intercollegiate in a field of 18 teams.
The team was in 11th place
after two rounds of 18 holes with
a score of 605 - 306-299, accordVince Guerrieri
ing to coach Todd Brunsink, and
within six shots of sixth place.
BG News
The next round the team shot 315
Sports Writer
to finish with a score of 920, but
there were some high points.
"I think there were bright
spots throughout the first two
The team shot the worst round
rounds by each player," Brun- at the tournament with their
sink said. He noted that in the third round, according to Brunfirst round, captain Jason Car- sink. May agrees that the team
bone shot 74 and Scon Cashell didn't play as well as it wanted to
shot 73, and in the second round, in the third round.
Ian Windsor shot a 74 and Jason
"On that course, if you make
Mayshota69.
one mistake, it'll kill you," May
Brunsink noted that May's per- said. "We competed for two
formance was the best he had rounds."
seen lately. May said he felt "real
Mid-American Conference
confident" in the second round rivals Eastern Michigan and
and was shooting well.
Marshall University, which will
"It was one of those rounds join the MAC in 1997. finished
where everything clicked," May within three strokes of the Unisaid. "I hit 12 of 14 fairways and versity, and Ball State finished in
17 of 18 greens in regulation."
sixth place with a score of 888 -

I

298-299-291. Brunsink is not
surprised with Ball State's performance.
"I would anticipate both them
and Miami to be the top two
teams in the MAC this year,"
Brunsink said.
Brunsink also looks forward to
the spring, but is still unsure
about the starting lineup.
"This doesn't answer any questions," Brunsink said. "It's really
our first 54-hole tournament. We
may go into the spring with questions."
However, one thing is sure: the
golf team will be without Jason
May. May, who is graduating in
December with a degree in Mechanical Design and Technology,
is participating in his last collegiate tournament, but that
doesn't change his outlook.
"I would've loved to stay until
springtime," May said. "But I
still play as hard as I can, week in
and week out."
The men's team will finish out
the fall season at the 36-hole Old

Dominion University Invitational
in North Carolina Oct. 28-29.
Playing In the south gives the opportunity to see opponents the
team normally wouldn't see, said
Brunsink, who cited Duke and
Maryland as examples.
"Anytime we play in stronger
tournaments, it makes us a better
team," Brunsink said.
Women's Golf
The women's golf team will
end the season this weekend at
the 36-hole Lady Bearcat Invitational in Cincinnati.
"I'm very pleased with the
progress the team has made over
the fall," said Coach Todd Brunsink, citing the proficiency of the
team to function as a cohesive
unit.
Brunsink Is especially pleased
with the performances of the
three freshmen on the team. Of
the three, two, Shannon Sharp
and Kate Kolesnlk, have played
in every match.
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Rugby teams Swim teams open season today
enjoy success
Michael Leonard
The BG News

Men battle Windsor
to an 8-all deadlock
Mike Grim
For the BG News
The University of Windsor
arrived in Bowling Green last
weekend undefeated and left
the way they came in - but
just barely. In a clash of two of
the strongest rugby programs
of their respective countries,
the Bowling Green rugby
team tied the Canadian
powerhouse 8-8.
The Falcon ruggers also
tagged Ohio Northern with
three losses by scores of 40-0,
15-0 and 19-12.
"This was an excellent test
for us, especially considering
the competitive disadvantage
we face every time we play a
foreign team," Falcon coach
Roger Mazzarella. Rugby,
rather than football, is a varsity sport in Canadian high
schools while Americans are
rarely exposed to the sport before coming to college.
"I think we surprised Windsor with the intensity with
which we played the match,"
Mazzarella added.
Indeed, had it not been for
some bizarre calls by referee
Jim Kennedy, the Falcons
would have pulled off a major
upset by a two or three-try
margin.
"Both teams were absolutely baffled by some of his
decisions, none of which
seemed to be based on fact or
law," Mazzarella said. The
game, punctuated by Kennedy's staccato whistle, rarely
produced any of the third and
fourth phase rugby for which
both teams are noted.
Windsor opened the scoring
with a short penalty field goal

that was matched by fullback
Tony Mazzarella's booming
45-yard penalty goal. Tied at
3-all, the match settled Into a
chess-like defensive struggle
with neither team able to
overcome the other's defense
or the referee's whistleimposed reset rictions.
Early in the second half
Bowling Green seemingly
went ahead on a diving try in
the corner by hooker Dan
Hayes. Without any comment,
Kennedy disallowed the try
but then inexplicably awarded
BG a scrum on the five-yard
line. "By then we had all pretty much given up trying to
figure out his calls," Mazzarella said.
Yet another try was disallowed five minutes later, this
time by flanker Jeff Cellio,
again without explanation.
Bowling Green finally went
ahead when centers Mike
Swanbeck and Tony Tyson and
wing Scott Havericak set up a
beautiful backline movement
that ended with fullback Mazzarella crashing over two
Windsor defenders and literally planting the ball in the end
zone. "I wanted to make sure
he [Kennedy] didn't miss that
one," Mazzarella said.
Nursing a tiny 8-3 lead, the
Falcons were hit with seven
penalty kicks in a row with the
inevitable result of a Windsor
try just as time ran out. The
missed conversion kick forced
both teams to settle for an 8-8
tie.
Against Ohio Northern the
offensive dam finally broke
with the Falcons cruising to an
easy 40-0 victory in the first
match.

Women's team blasts
Ohio Northern, 22-0
Jennifer Seech
For the BG News

have an excellent group of
rookie athletes this season.
The newly rebuilt women's They've all done a great job of
rugby team showed their true transferring soccer, track and
colors as they pulled off their basketball skills to this sport."
fourth win of the season this
So far this season, this wompast Saturday. The team
defeated Ohio Northern 22-0. en's team has outscored its
Captain Heather Ekey was opponents 129-12. They began
the season on Sept. 14 trounchappy about the win.
"This team has practiced ing Dayton 36-0. In that game
harder and worked more than tries were made by Heather
any previous year. It's nice to DeSiero, Beth Washington and
have the results of that hard Katie Johnson. Kusnyer made
three tries and three of six
work show so quickly."
Kate Kusnyer led the first conversion kicks.
half scoring attack against the
On Sept. 21, BG hosted AshPolar Bears with two tries and
one out of four conversion land and defeated them 22-0.
kicks. Prop Paula Hoppe and In that game tries were aEight man Corrie Trivisonno warded to DeSiero (2), Hoppe
managed to trample a few de- and Kusnyer. Kusnyer also
fenders on their way to the made one out of the four conversions.
end zone with one try each.
CMU brought about BG's
The Falcons fought viciously to keep the bears away from first loss, 12-5, but eight man
the try zone, but like true Kathy Williams still managed
champions, ONU continued to a try to keep the Falcons on
press BG's defense in the sec- the board.
ond half of the game, proving
BG's women proved to be
themselves admirable foes.
Scrum-half Sharon Trsek too strong for John Carroll as
credits this season's winning the Falcons rammed over and
record in part to the newest through a Blue Streak defense
members of the team. "We for a 44-0 victory on Oct. 5.

The Bowling Green State University swimming teams are
ready to begin their 1996-97
campaign.
Head coach
Randy Julian
says that this
year's teams
have higher
expectations
for the season
than last year.
"One thing
we're looking
Julian
forward to, In
both men and
women's [swimming], Is attaining a winning record," Julian
said.

Julian also said that consistency in racing is another
major goal for the Falcons this
year. He said that the teams will
not realistically compete for the
Mid-American Conference
championship.
"We need another good recruiting class on both sides to build up
our depth before we can compete
for the championship," Julian
said.
The men's team will be led by
senior co-captain Brandon Farris, who is capable of leading the
Falcons in many different races,
and Tom Stoltz who holds the
school record in the 200 freestyle, 500 freestyle, 1000 freestyle, and mile freestyle.
Stoltz, a native of Luxembourg,
returns to the team after a one-

year break during which he
trained In his native country.
Stoltz was nearly selected to be a
member of the Luxembourg
Olympic team.

nored by Ohio University's women and nine other men's teams.
For the second time this year,
the women were beaten by the
Bobcats. The first defeat came in
the season opener for the Falcons, in which OU soundly beat
the Falcons at BGSU. This time,
in a neutral setting, Ohio established themselves again as the
team to beat in the MAC.
"We were disappointed," Price
said. "They [the BG runners] had
a good race; I dont think it was a
great race. I think OU wanted us
more."
As in the initial meeting, OU
put three runners, led by their
phenomenal frosh, Jackie Conrad, in front of BGSU's first runner. But Jessica LaFene led an
orange surge across the line, as
she joined Renee Strayer, Laura
Hall, and Suzanne Isco to sweep
eighth through eleventh place.
OU, however, was able to put two
more in before Nikki Monroe,
and it was over.
"We just have to run better to
beat them," Price said.
The men had two basic goals: to

finish in the top five and beat
Kent State. Neither happened.
A lOth-place showing "was disappointing to all of us," Sink said.
"Right now, it's just not coming
together for us."
Jim Weckesser led the BG
pack for the second straight
meet, with Rob Bowman less
than a second behind. While he
acknowledged that both can run
better, it was the breakout race

runners who just became eligible. With a suddenly stronger
team, the Eagles beat Michigan
last weekend, knocking the Wolverines out of the national rankings completely after they had
been ranked as high as sixth
"The improvement in the MAC
schools has been incredible,"
Price said. "I believe now the
MAC schools as a whole could
beat the Big Ten schools."

Whole lotta shakin' goin' on

Even cross country has midterms

in the pool, while Traci Sanderson will lead the diving team for
the Falcons, according to Julian.
Sanderson, who Julian refers
to as a potential NCAA qualifier,
will lead a talented women's divThe men's team, however, will ing squad that includes freshmen
have to work hard to improve on Laura Segerlin, Ellyn Vreeland
last year's last place finish in the and Patti Wilson.
MAC Eastern Michigan is the
powerhouse of the MAC, holding
"A realistic goal is for the
a 17-year run as MAC Champion. women to finish in the top three
in the MAC this year, but we are
"It is realistic for the men not going to have to work very hard
to be the last place team in the to get ahead of the teams in front
MAC this year. We are going to of us," Julian said.
have to work very hard, because
Both teams will open their
none of the teams in the MAC did seasons with a tri-meet against
anything to hurt themselves," Ju- Butler University and the Unilian said
versity of Findlay at Cooper Pool
On the women's side, captain at the Student Rec Center at 5
Leanne Shelly will lead the team p.m. Friday.

COUNTRY
Continued from page four.

chase down some of the MAC
schools, as Ohio University,
Eastern Michigan, Central Michigan and Western Michigan will
be among the teams competing.
WMU is the team the Falcons are
setting their sights on.
"We can run against them,"
Sink said. "We can go after them.
That would be the step that we
need at this point."
The women will be competing
against several nationallyranked teams, and Price sees the
meet as a great chance for his
women to establish themselves
as a force to be reckoned with
"Our team has to be willing to
throw caution to the wind and go
out and run with some of the best
schools in the nation," he said.
Speak softly and carry big
spikes?
Both teams were looking to
send a message to the state of
Ohio at last Friday's All-Ohio
Championships; a message ig-

YORK
play," he said. "We will have to
play very disciplined hockey."
Falcons coach Buddy Powers
has good hockey sense and always puts himself in a position to says that Boston College is
make the big play. York also says somewhat unfamiliar to BG,
that the two clubs are evenly having only played only one exhibition game against Ottawa.
matched.
"I'm aware of some of their
"BG probably has the best collection of seniors in a long time," players' skills individually [but]
said York. "Fry [Curtis], Pun- how they are together as a team
chard [Brett], Perrault [Kelly], we'll see on Friday," he said.
and Mike Johnson are all impact "We'll have a lot of trouble with
Marty Reasoner, I'll tell you that.
players.
"In many ways our clubs mir- He's one of the best players in
ror each other. Both teams have college hockey.
"We were kind of hoping he
quickness up front, and the game
will be played at a high-speed, would turn pro, but he decided to
stay in school, and he's going to
up-beat tempo."
York is concerned at BG's suc- make everybody's life miseracess with the power play. The ble."
York has a 0-4-0 record against
Falcons racked up seven goals on
the Falcons in his career, all at
IS attempts last weekend.
"We want to give them very Clarkson University where he
few chances to go on the power coached prior to coming to BG.
Continued from page four.

BROWNS
Continued from page four.

said John Thompson will be in attendance, but whether or not he
will be there as the "Big Dawg"
is another matter.
"It's hard to say whether or not
the 'Big Dawg' will be there in
costume," Nimtz said, adding
that negotiations are still in
progress with Thompson and his
agent.
The Browns Backers claim to
be the largest sports fan club in
the world in terms of membership as well as area over which
chapters are spread.

Browns backers are currently
in a state of limbo, as there is no
team in Cleveland, and there will
not be until 1999. Browns fans
have been invited to attend a
Buffalo Bills game, according to
Nimtz.
Bob Grace, president of the
Browns Backers and chairman of
Save Our Browns, is looking forward to watching a college football name, an uncorrupted sport.
"College football is the best
deal right now," Grace said. "It's
football the way it should be: for
love, not for money."

While his focus is on the Mich
igan meet. Price is keeping an
eye on what's going on throughout the district.
"[There's a] lot of things happening; lot of shake-ups," he said.
Only two teams will earn an automatic NCAA berth when the
district meet rolls around
November 16 in Champaign, 111.
"Right now, It looks like Wisconsin [to receive one berth], but
after that, the plot thickens."
When they make that allimportant trip, the Falcons will
have to contend with a very
tough field. Included in the district are the Badgers; Notre
Dame, Michigan, and Ohio, who
have all beaten BGSU this year;
and Eastern Michigan. Price's
squad beat the Eagles at the Notre Dame Invitational, but EMU
has received a boost from two

This weekend marks the midpoint of the cross country season.
Always keeping in mind that they
are coaching student-athletes,
the coaches gave their teams
mid-term grades.
Sink has been very pleased
with both work ethic and attitude, giving both an A But he
knows the team hasn't earned
those marks in the races thus far.
His raceday grade, he said,
would have to be a C or a D, but
he knows with experience, that
grade will improve.
"It's not unusual for a young
team to do that [perform poorly
in competition while running
strong in practice]," he said. "It's
not unusual to have ups and
downs with a young group."

Women's hockey drops opener
The BGSU women's hockey club team played their first home
game against the University of Michigan last Friday. Michigan
defeated BG, 5-1. Scoring for Bowling Green was Sheri Ondercik.
Saturday night the team hosted Ohio State and went into overtime before leaving the game with a 1-1 tie. Kori Keck scored in
the first period.
The next home game is tonight against Ohio State at 11:30 p.m.
at the BGSU Ice Arena.

WBGU
88.1 FM
FALCON FOOTBALL
Saturday • pre-aame show at noon

FALCON HOCKEY
Friday - Saturday
pre-game shows at 6:45 p.m.

BGSU Saturday
vs. Ball
State
at 1:00
free Admission with BGSU ID
BGSU Women's
Tennis

vs.
^1 Youngstown State
Keefe Tennis Courts
3:00
Come Support the
Falcons!

THIS WEEKEND!

m

Welcome Back
Jerry York
Former BGSU
Hockey Coach

^rst Visit Back to BG
as the Golden Eagles Head Coach
BGSU vs. Boston College
Fri. & Sat. at 7:00

o& \&*

UAO
is looking for a

Applications are in 330 University Union
and will be accepted until 5pm on Oct.
24th. Interviews will be held on the 25th.
For questions or more information call
372-2486. and ask for Jill.
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Delta &gma Pi
Secret LI Kan Zeiser.
Good luck at individuaii.
Know the purpose Make ma proud.
Love your secret Big

SKVDiVf NOW - End at —too spea«
through October. First jump course $100 00
VISA'MC accepted. Only 10 mnuM Irani
BGSU For more Mo cell SKYOIVE BG
352 5200

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS
-EMEROMO LEADERS'
Al participants moot at 5 OOpm
in the Saddlemire Student Services
parking KM. So you there' M

BG SEA Members
Come join ua October 26tfi
•I 6 30 Dm kx in*
HAUNTED HALLOWEEN HUNT"
(Pick up a Hyer at 410 Education
and raturn your antry alip by Oct. 22nd.)

Craatrva OaH Coniaal
Ara you a crealve romantic?
Want to win 850???
Pick up applications at Tha Cantar kx Waltnaaa 4 Prevention. otfCampus Sudani
Cantar or Studant Lounga In Jaroma Library.
Qua Oct 25 at 300pm
OalthaScoopI
iUtanllon all Ed. Me|ore
Gat raal answers ID raal questions
from raal atudanta.
Classes, schaduling. prolaaaori...
Sop in anytime between 9- 10pm
Ed. 211

Looking (or Fun and Advanture?
Challenge youraall to
Tha High Ropaa Couree
Sat. October 28.11am
Camp Palmar
128 • indudaa transportaeon
Sign-up m the UAO ortloa. 330 Union
For mora information cal 2-7164
Sponaorad by UAO

PERSONALS

Delta Sigma Pi-Delia Sigma Pi
Lil Jaoquie.
Good luck at Individuals. I know you'll do Anal
Thati because you're the beat and a great iinie
otmhol
Your Big-Jin
Delta Sigma PI' Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma PI
Secret Lil John Reynolds
Good luck at individuals
Make your family proud.
Your seemt Bigs

f 1A Cancun 8 Jamaica Spring Break Specials'
7 nights air 8 hotel from S309I Pnoaa Increaseaoon • Sava 8S0I Sava 81S0 on food, drinks. 8
fraa paraaal 111% lowoet pnca guaraniaal
spnngprsakpavel.com I -800-878-8388

Delta Sigma Pi' Delta Sigma Pi
Little Laurie,
Good luck on individuals.
Know the Purpose
Your Big.
Margaret
Delia Sigma Pi' Delta Sigma Pi

*1A Spring Break Bahamaa Party Cruisei 6
days 82791 Indudaa al meals Fraa parcel
Taiaal Great Beaches 8 Nighlitel Pnoaa Incraaaa aoon - Sava 8501 apringbreakIravel com 1-800-678-8368

Delta Sigma PI' Delta Sigma PI
Secret Liffle Jaoquie,
Good luck on Sunday.
Ill be roonn' tor you.
Your Secret Big
Delta Sigma Pi' Delta Sigma PI

*1A Spring Break Panama Crtyl Boardwalk
Beach Reaon1 Beat HoW. Looibon, Prioel 7
nighta $1291 Oayiona - Bail location $1391 Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 •pnngbreak.lraval com
t 800-678«38e
■El'EL'EL'EL'
Team Leaden - HE HE WE GOIII -Jim
'EL'EL'EL'EL'
1 male aublaaaar needed
Spring W
Cat Larry 352-2281

AOD Traoay and LKea AGD

Delia Sigma Pi
To my holes Farrah and Dave.
Good luck at individuals'
I know youl do graatl
Love your Big, Lisa

Congratulations Litsa and Tracy
the beat Big1.il pair ol AGD
AOD Traoay and LHaa AOD

Delta Sigma Pi

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSMI Oranta 8
echolarehlpa available from eporvaoralll No
prepayment, evarlll tttCeah for colIaga8$$. For Info: 1-800-243-1435

lime Andrea.
I hope you're ready tor individuals Know Tie
purpose and study your skiff. The whole family
is rooting for ysi So kick some butt and make
us proud. Youl do greati
GoodLuckl
Big, Kris

CAUPUS POLLYEYES • 3624838
■FRESH SOUPS DAILY*
Chili' French Onion ' Vegetable
' Clem Chowder 'Chicken Dumpling'
Wad Brown Rica and Chicken
' M nest-one ' Mtwaukee Cheese '
VARIES DAIY
FREE DELIVERY ' 11 AH - 2 AM

Delta Sigma Pi' Delta Sigma Pi
Kate,
Good luck at individuals. I know you wNI do terrific and youll make our family proud.
Your Big. Jan
Delia Sigma PI' Delta Sigma Pi

Delia Upaen' Delta Up*km
Congratulationa
Brother of the Week
Man Munawallar
Delia Up*ion' Delta Up*ion

Delta Sigma PI
Sv.ee lest Day

Cash and Bu-sar

10 am lo 4 pm in tha Union Foyer

Secret LI' Kate.
Only the Brothers know who I am
Can you figure it out?
I'l always be rooting you on
so don't let me down
Know the purpose and yull succeed.
Your Secret Big.
Delta Sigma Pi

Don't forget to get your SWEETEST DAY
flowers at THE FLOWER BASKET (downtown). 165 S. Main. Open HI 6. Sat (Sweetest
Day). Ill 6.
FAST COMPANY
for CO pies
525 Ridge, 354-FAST

TODAY ONLY
DELTA SIGMA. PI
Grand I 'ttle 1RYAN
The cme has come
for you 10 ahow us
you are great and
know tha purpose.
See you Sunday.
Your Grand Big Monica

WFALpreeents: FREE coNee and FREE pass
aa 10 TRAINSPOTTINaat tha Education Bund
argataoia-iOam Monday morning.

■BE PART OF THE CREW - SHARP AT
WORKWant to meat new people, gain practical skills.
and have fun m the process ?
BECOME A RESDENT ADVISOR"!
Appkcationa will be given out at the blowing
information sessions
Wed.. Nov. 8 MecDonak) Countryside Caletar
ia930pm
Thuri., Nov 7 Kreischer OuadrDerrow lobby
930 pm
Monday. Nov 11 Founders Courtyard 9 30pm
Tuee.Nov 12 Rodgers Main lounge 9 30 pm
You must attend an information eassfcn lo'
receive an appkcationi Ouestions. please cal
Doraan
Long
2-2919
or
dtong@bgnet bgeu.eou
4

CITY EVENTS
WFAL presents FREE coffee and FREE
paaaaa lo TRAINSPOTTING, al tha Education
Buadaig stopa. 8-10em Monday Momma,

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Fraa pregnancy lasts Confidential and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy earner
■n

OPEN

DELTA SKIM A PI
Grand Little ANDREA
On this Sunday
you wil ahow
what you've learned
and what you know.
Good luck - See you Sunday
Your Grand Big Monica
Delta Sigma PI' LI Kathy ' Delta Sigma PI
Good luck at individuaii Know tie purpose.
Youll do graatl
Love your Big. Brandy
' Delta Sigma PI • Delta Sigma PI'
Delta Sigma PI' Delia Sigma PI
Danielle.
Good luck at individuals I
Make ma proud...
Know the purpoaal
Your secret Big
Delta Sigma PI
Sacral Little Dave,
Good luck al individuals.
ni be keeping an aye on you.
Youl do graatl
Your secret Big??
Delta Sigma PI' Delta Sigma Pi
Lil'Uko.
Good luck st individuals
I know youl do great.
Remember. Know the purpose'11
Your Big. Lisa
Delta Sigma PI • Delta Sigma PI

Jl
OEK
House Party
October 19,
1996
Phi Sig's and
their dates
Get Ready to be
Krazy at Ken's!

VOLLEYBALL players (or Man's Power
league Call 3S38181 aner6pm.Ask lor M.kc
WANTFD female roommates
CtOM K> campus, starting immediately
Call 363-0325

Happy
Sweetest
Day
John!
Just wanted
to let yon
■
..
know I love
yout
Lori

Good Luck Pledges
We're roobng for you.
Love tha Three Musketeers
Laura. Meusa and Lon
GOVT FORECLOSED homes from pennies
on |i Delinquent uu, REOs. Your area. Ton
Fraa (1) 800-896-9778 Eat H-2076 lor current
IJatmgs.
TOOK

Groovy Qasco Queen
YOUR PHOTO WrTYE
HARVEST
call me 352-9835

DYE

Hoi Lumbar
Congratulations on your 3-peat Intramural
Man's Softball Champions1 From your fans'
Hot Lumbar
Just In txne tor your sweetheart I
One doz. beautiful lea roses
Only $9 95. Cash 'n Carry, whee they last I
The FOwe. Basket
Downtown, (neit lo Kaufman's)
KKO KKO KKO KKO KKO KKO KKQ
The sisters of Kappa Kappe Gemma would
like 10 congratulate Courtney Nlaaan on her
pearling k> Jon Stacey Congrats Courtney1
KKO KKQ KKO KKO KKO KKO KKO
urD.
I've bean gone, but you've sDI bean onl You're
doing greati Good luck at Individuals'
BigE

Good luck at individuals'
Know the purpose and
have a good time
Youl do greati
Your Big.

M

You'll find the best deals on
masks and accessories
for Halloween at
The Flip Side

J
J
*
*
2
I
V
•

Good Luck Sunday
Youl Be Graatl
Your Secret Big

Little John.
Show your big you have what it takes Youll do
fine - make no mistakes' Know tha Purpose"!
Your Big-Marcia
Limes Kane and Shelley
Individuals is almost hare
Although there is no need to fear
Be on your toes
Because Sunday night anything goes
But don't worry youll do Ine
After al you are boot lima of mine.
Love, Big Tina
Remember: In order to impress us
You must know the PURPOSE
OPhIA
Welcome lo Ihe family
Keren 8 Kail
Love, Your Big Chrye
OPNA
PHI MU PHI UU PHI MU
Congratulations Kim
and Karen, Phi's
ol the week I
PHI MU PM MU PHI MU

PI PHI' PHI TAU'PI PHI
Tha sisters of Pi Beta Phi would Ike to con
Ssrulale KATHY WELSH on her lavalienng to
I Kappa Tau JAY TOMAN.
Congrats Kathyl
PI PHI "PHI TAU "PI PHI

Hoses ara red, violets are green, Man Harrington's tha bast little I've ever seen' So study
hard tor Sunday, my little OSU fan. and always
remember:
"I love you man'*'
Your Big, Amanda

USG ' USG • USG - USG
Attention All Organizational
USO haa Organizational Seels Available!
'Have your voice heard
"Communicate your events to tha
student body
Applications available In
404 or 405 Student Services
Deadline kt Ociobar 25 at apmAny ??7l call
2-8118
Apply Nowl
USG • USG • USG • USG

Wanting lo get out ol Ohio??
Anend one ol over 120 colleges m rhe US
tor a semester or year al in-stale tuition
For more excitng details, attend a
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
INFO SESSION I
Tuesday. October 22nd, 81 8 00pm
State Room, 3rd Fl. Union
Call Co-op Program. 2-2451, tor Inbl
WFALpreeents: FREE coffee and FREE pass
aa to TRAINSPOTTINaat me Educations
Buiktng stipe. 8-l0am Monday Morning.

WANTED
1 femeie sub leaser needed tor Spring 97. 2
bedroom apt. own room 1 1/2 bath
8207.5urmo.. gas 6 etec Betsy 354-6127.
2 female sublease's 8222/mo
Urlv Wage. Can 382-7482.

nagolaole

J
Scott:
!
5
Happy
Z
^Sweetest day*
*
to the
*
_ Sweetest! 2
2Today ^ not **•
Just another
* day! Wait & Seel*
*
Love.
J
Rachelle *

Subteaeer needed tor nice one bedroom
Apt. located right downtown. Unfurnished
Cal Cindy 0 352-8258

The Flip Side
tj&
353-5251
JfvB* Woodland Mall

! M
Z J"apfy,
« Sweetest
9
J?**
_
B,rCalM5rs:
*
Z
* Iove
von !
+
1^1
*
V!
*
Lisa.

The Toledo Count ry Club
Now hmng waiters, waitresses and banquet
help. F/T, P/T days and evening Cal Chris at
419-38? 34 i6>o schedule for mierview.
Workshop Partcipants Wanted
We need individuals, diagnosed with a paloito
femoral dysfunction, to pamopaie m a knee
workshop (Sat. Oct. 26. 1 -5pm) Qualified par
Bapanta will receive a professional knee exam.
bracing and rehab, protocol. Call
372*810

HELP WANTED
#1 Awe me Trips! Hundreds ol 3iudw.ii
Ara Earning Fraa Spring Break Tripa A
Honey! Sen I Trips A Go Frssl Bahamaa
Cruise $27*, Cancun A Jamaica *3M. Pan ama
C 11 y / D a y I o n a
f i i fl '
www.sprlngbrsaktraval.eom
11000 POSSIBLE TYPING
Part-time At home. Toll Free (1) 600-000-0778
em.T-.W7o.ofhit.nga
11000's POSSIBLE READING BOOKS
Pan Bme Al Home. Toll Free (1) 800-898-0778
E«t. R-M7Sterlitpnga.
BGSU Crew looking lor a men's varsitymovioa
man's coach Musi be easy to get along with.
Needs to have Bme, knowledge and passaon
lor sport. Call Jessica RIP 352-0690
1

Bums InismaDonai Security
Part or full Bme positions available lor Norm
western Ohio. Great college job.
CaH (410)337-9360 tor informal ion

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS" INOIVIOU
ALS and GROUPS wanted to promote
SPRING BREAKII Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at t-800-327-8013 or
httpy/www. icpl.com
Education Program Area Supervisors

Play indoor
Cel Kevin
419-382-3830

Lil'Jody.

Ydnewhupal
ILKEYOUALOT
miJolaaaaV

Little Darryl,

Secrel liroe Shelley,
Good luck on individuals
Know Die Purpose
-Your sacral big

FAST COMPANY
for lam1 nation
525 Ridge St 354-FAST

I

Little Carrie,
Good kick on individuals I Know your sluft and
youll do just «ne. Remember me purpose' I
know youll make me proud.
Your Big

Secret Little Man.
Good kick with Individuals!
Your secret Big

FAST COMPANY
for resumes
525 Ridge 354-FAST

1

Individuals ara on Sunday
Know the purpose and all your stuff
I know you li do great i
Your Big.
Undy
Delta Sigma Pi

Angle.
Individuals wll aoon be hare, so know the Purpose and youll nave nothing lo fea/i
I know youl do graatl
Love,
Shirley
LIB.

YSB

Delta at] ma Pi
Lil'Brian.

Big Brian

Sacra! LI'Tiffany.
Ill be watching you on Sunday,
Know tha Purpose inside and out,
Youl do fine, I have no doubil

FAST COMPANY
tor transparenoes
525 Ridge 354-FAST

DasUMgmaM
Good luck lime Man Beth
I know you'I do great at individuals
Big James

Good luck on Sunday
Youll do fine
Jusl relax, oh liffleol mine

Line Darryl,
Good luck at Indivldualil
Know ihe purpose and youl do great
Big Jessica

Delia Sigma PI
Lil-Tiffany.
Know the purpose and all your stuff and Sunday night wont be Bo lough Youl do line, I
know you wi. than youll be over yur first big
Ma,
BigEnk

CONGRATULATIONS
Derrick A Jones
BG SEA'S Multicultural A Hairs Director

Row Sale tor

Lil' Ms sen.
Good luck on individuals I know youll do great
Sunday if you kial remember the purpose
Your Big Cindy
Lil'Nicki.

Come to Gamers and see Ihe Beef Carvers
Thursday 6 Friday night.

UAO
and
Honor Student Association

Friday, October 18,1996

Join the COSirToiedo Team to supervise and
lead science learning and fun in our fftemed
Learning Worlds Program Area Supervisors
wilt lead theatric presentations in Learning
Worlds as well as maintain daily operations
and coordinate part Bme/volunteer Team
Members These individuals will wear many
different hats in the development and operation
of a powerhouse of learning in Northwest Ohio)
Degreed individuals with backrounds in any ol
the todowing areas helptul: Theater, Meteorology. Industrial Technology, Engineering. Education, and Biology. Individuals should be flexible with exemplary leadership, budgeting, and
motivational skills These posiions require
greet enthusiasm for interpreting science in a
fun and informal setting. Full and Part time positions available Send resume, prol reft list A
salary history to: COSl/Toledo, Ann: Visitor
Programs. 300 Madison, Toledo, OH 43652.
COSI is an equal opportunity employer
FT/PT flexible schedule. Easy work, no experience. Earn $300(600 wkfy at home guaranteed. Call 7 days (407) 875-2022 ext
0S61H40.
Lifeguards needed at N>chols Pool. Many
hours available $5 70 per hour. Must have
high school diploma or equivalent, proof ol current lifeguard training certification. CPR, and
ftrsl aid Pick up appicaDon packet at Wood
Lane, moo East Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling
Green. OH EOE
Looking tor a career and not just a tob? Providing care and training ID adults with mental relardataorvdevelopmental disalMiBes is a rewarding and challenging caraw opportunity
Several part Bme and sub positions now available staring at S7.S5 per hour. Part time posiBone after 00 days will receive 10.05 t $l4.77mr baaed upon experience. Sick leave
and vacation benefits for part ome employees.
Experience not required Part Bme positions
available in Bowling Green, Portage and Waibndge. Applcaiion may be obtained from tie
Wood County Board of MR/DO. Entrance 8.
11160E Gypsy Lane Road. BG. 8 00am-430
pmEOC.
Miscellaneous work at apartment comp.ej.es
Wsl work around your schedule.

Call 353-0325
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
PoaBons are now available at
National Parka. Forests A
Wildlife Preserves.
Eicel-ent Benefits A bonuses!
Call: 1 -206-071 -3620 eiL N55447.
NURSING ASSISTANTS
STATE TESTEDvTEST READY
Your job while in college can help to boost you
further into your chosen career field If you are
planning on a 'helping Industry' career (ie
nurse, therapist, counselor, dietician, etc)
YOU CAN QAM VALUABLE EXPERIENCES
working with us as a nursing assistant We are
willing to set up individualized schedules to coordinate with your daaaes and wiH work with
you to help locale a position tor you after you
graduate. If you are interested in exploring the
opportuniBee that we have to offer, give Elaine
a call to set up aninterview ar
WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11080 E. Qypay Lane Road
(of routs 6, dose to 1-75)
Bowdng Green, OH 43402
1-410,353-6411
(P.S. We offer the top wages in this area as
well as very tow cost insurance packages)
EOE.
Positions open for day shift fufl Bme and part
Bme servers. Mctmyre's Restaurant 110 W.
Poe Rd. behind Rally's apply in person.

FOR SALE
1 green Iguana w/ al accessories included.
Asking 860 - oplionel - call Ellen. 35< 1913
1968 Ponoac Grand Am
Only 32k Mies I
Can Undy @ 352 4438
1988 Subaru. 4W dnva. Air. sunroof, runs
gr«nl'$2S0O Can 35? 9081
1991 Honda CRX Maroon. Automate. Escellenl Condi Bon 84500 080353-3097
1992 Toyota Corolla A/C.
automatic, runs great, nice stereo
Call Collect: (419)438-0634
87- Mazda 323 5-spd . case . dean, no rust.
120 Km. call alter 9pm or belore 6:30am
353-7306 11800 OQ
Cable Deec rambler KK. (14 95
See ALL the en annals
1-800-782-1389
Cheap Lot Rent
1972 Don A Bell 14164' mobile home New
furnace, retng , washer, dryer and carpet Central air and car-pan. 15 mm drive to campus
Cheaper than apartment rent. Mult see
419-680-4149
Four Foot Iguana with cage 6 accessories
8200 or beet otter 354 - 5064 ask tor An.
FREE CELLULAR PHONES
Sign up and Receive:
"A free phone
'Largest local calling area
"Free unlimited weekend calling tor 3 mos.
"Free long distance tor 3 mos.
'Salary 6 Security tor Emergencies

For more information
CallShannon Overmyer
418-380-7474
'some restrictions apply
^^«erends^^6^_
Ponbac Firebird. 1967, T tops. Bright red.
81,000 rm. Power everything. Dual eihausi,
Mnt Condition. Asking 85.900 obo Call
3S3-6244. BowlingGteen, Ryan Mays.
SEIZED CARS FROM 8175. Porsches. Cadillacs. Chevys. BMWs Corvettes Also Jeeps,
4WD'l. Your area Toll Free 1 -800-898-9778
Fl A 2076 tor current listings
Two Hooue 6 The BlowUsh Tickets for sale tor
Sun. 10/20 800pm at Savage Hall In Toledo
Call 352-2485.

FOR RENT
1 6 2 bdrm. apartments
Available Now
Newlove Rentals' 352-5620
1 bedroom apartment lor rent.
Ed or Amy
352-6925
1 bedroom apartment lor rant
available Spring Semes»r
across the street trom campus
Great condition and quiet neighbors

Call 352-5827
2 and 3 bdrm. houses for rent
Call Preferred Properties at

352-0378
2 bdrm house 6 also 1 bdrm apt 354 MOO
4 bdrm house near campus. 1000/monrh plus
utilities No pats. Security deposit and good
references. Cal 352-8180.
Apt. pea allowed S. Mam St
Fenced in back yard 842S7mo.all
utilises included. Cal 352-9656
Female subieaaer needed
Dec Jan May 1097
8140/monh
Pn vale room and phone
Walking distance 10 camous
Call 354- 2348
Large2bdrm apts torrent
Call Preferred Properties at
352-0378
One bedroom 6320/monlh move In anytime
Sign lease through August. Diewaeher 6 air
conditioner. No pan. Anna Harold 354-3533
only pay electric A phone
SUBLEASER

NEEDED DECAIAN - AUG
1907
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. FURNISHED
CALL ST AC 1353- 2135

HELP WANTED
SALOON.

line cook
kitchen prep
servers
host/hostesses

5630 Airport Highway
Toledo

861-7827

• Ot«*AsTrW>

Dialogue makes 'Buffalo'
Mike Hammer
The Back Pages
David Mamet is one of my
favorite playwrights, which is, of
course, why I requested to do this
review. "American Buffalo" is
also one of my favorite plays, and
I was quite excited about seeing
it performed here at BGSU.
The set was well done and was
a realistic representation of the
old, beat-up junk shop where the
entire play takes place. "American Buffalo" Is a simple story
about three small-time hoods
who have a Job fall into their laps
and the way they screw It up. It's
the stuff that plays are made of.
The two main characters are
Donny Du Brow, played by
Brendan Cain, and Walter Cole
(Teach), played by Jim Williams.
The third character in the play,
the smallest but perhaps the
most Important role, is Bobby,
played by Bryan Richards.
In "American Buffalo" the dialogue Is what makes the play.
David Mamet was in the forefront with his use of everyday
language that draws you In and

takes hold of you. It is, by necessity of how it's written, supposed
to be a fast-moving and gripping
play when performed.
During the play I felt less than
gripped, and the main characters, Cain and Williams, were almost slow enough to drive Miss
Daisy. The biting dialogue lost Its
bite when they slowed It down to
the speed of molasses on a cold
winter morning.
I was, however, quite Impressed with the performance of
Bryan Richards. He was unexplicably cast In the smallest role,
even though he brought the most
emotion and immediacy to the
play. Every time Richards hit the
stage, things got moving, emotions got stirred, and when he
left, it stopped. Cain and Williams were far too casual for
their roles and always seemed to
be standing around waiting, Instead of making the play happen.
In the final scene of the play all
the actors finally flared up. Emotions started flowing and they
were feeding off each other, letting the play work as it was written. Even though the emotions

If you have never
seen this play before,
I do encourage seeing
it.
Mike Hammer

were there, it didn't make sense.
Richards was on the level the
whole play, but the other two
characters just seemed to make
an emotional leap that didn't fit
with their performances
throughout.
If you have never seen this
play before, I do encourage seeing it. David Mamet has won numerous awards and this is one of
his most inviting plays. Although
It is not a flawless production,
hardly anything is, and it is worth
the mere three dollars just to
discover the world of David
Mamet. "American Buffalo" will
be showing in the Joe E. Brown
theater tonight and tommorow
night at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2
p.m.
TIMBGNCOI

Above: Two mangled zombies and a Grim Reaper from "The Haunted Hydro" In Fremont. After
spending up to three and a half hours applying their costunes, the trio spends their evenings wandering through the line leading to "The Haunted Hydro," oftentimes shocking unsuspecting guests.
Below: More zombies from "The Haunted Hydro."

Directory check*
out local haunts

Ill

Aaron Welsbrod
The Back Pages

APPfcMWJamlcGUI

Roz Smith pets her dead and mummified cat "Fluff y"outside her Durbridge, Ohio home. Dunbridge it a
small town a few minutes from Bowling Green.

Complaints arise over Huffy
The Associated Press
DUNBRIDGE, Ohio - Poor Huffy. First it ran out of lives. Now
it's hanging on Roz Smith's front
porch as a Halloween decoration.
That's no way to treat a cat,
said Larry Sorrells, the Wood
County Health Department's director of environmental ser-

But Smith says Fluffy will stay
vices.
"I think it's in extremely poor up.
The macabre display - the
taste," Sorrells said Tuesday. "I
have a cat and I would have mummified yellow-and-tan stray
treated it with more respect than is hanging by a wire from the
that."
See FLUT-FY, page eight
The neighbors agree. They
have been complaining to area
law enforcement and animalprotection agencies.

I dont know about you, but
when I was young, Halloween
was always my favorite holiday. I mean, what other day
could you go running through
your neighborhood in your pajamas In the middle of the
night threatening strangers for
candy?
The years have been unkind
to me, however, and every year
it's getting harder and harder
to pass myself off as an eager
and innocent eight-year-old.
Luckily, though, the Bowling
Green area has a number of
very finely produced haunted
houses scattered about for our
pleasure and terror.
Mind you that contrary to the
rumors, I am only one person,
so I didn't get to personally
visit every haunted house in
the area.
I have done my best to
research the ones I couldn't get
to, however. In a journalistic
attempt to provide you with the

viSl/ee
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Unspoken Words
There are many ways to show affection, but this sign
is universal...it silently says I Love You.
The sign is formed by extending the thumb, index and
little fingers of the right hand. With palm
forward, the hand is directed toward the intended
person. An unusual gift that will always be
cherished as a silent reminder of your true feelings.
Designed and crafted by J & C Ferrara.
Available in:
Sterling Silver on matching chain
Verneil on matching chain

KLEVERS JEWELRY
125 X. Main St.

I

IS foot long serpent arising
from a pit in the floor, threatening to consume all who dare
to pass him.
At $6 a ticket, I didn't feel too
ripped-off, but I personally
would have liked to have seen a
few more scenes scattered
throughout the venue. All in all
it was a pretty cool outing,
though.
419-334-2451, 1313 Tiffin
Street)
Terror In the Basement)
Toledo)
Fridays and Saturdays
6.00-12.00, Sundays 6.O0-11O0
See HAUNTS, page eight.

N^l Howard's ClubH ^

first rresbyterian Church of Dowfinf Green, Ohio

Worship dl 10a.m.. Diamond Celebration How at II a.m.
October 20.19% ♦ 126 Ml M Street JO ♦ 352-5176

most objective review possible
of the local haunteries.
Be forewarned, however,
that I worked at a haunted
house for two years in a row in
scenes I personally created, so
I might be a little bit of a tough
critic.
Bah! Enough of this blabbering, and on with "The Back
PagesFlrst Annual Haunted
House Directory!"
The Haunted Hydro (Fremont)
Open every Thursday-Sunday
at 7.00 until November 2
Voted the best haunted house
in Ohio for the past three years
in a row, "The Haunted Hydro"
offers visitors a trip through
the rather large and eerie
Hydro Plant on Tiffin Street in
Fremont.
The house consists largely of
disorientating pitch black
mazes and numerous ghouls
and goblins jumping out at you,
as well as some pretty decent
scenes of carnage.
The best scene was by far
the one that involved a robotic

$23.00
$28.00

353-6691

210 N Main

352 - 99S1 *

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Resin

J^^^

page eight
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The BG News

Shield a 'Mary' imitator
Anna Wahrman
The Back Pages

There is one night of the week
that NBC has full reign over.
Thursday night is "Must See
TV," and we have all tuned in one
Thursday night or another to
watch. "Suddenly Susan," the
Brooke Shields guaranteed-to-bea-hit show, premiered this fall in
the highly-coveted 9:30 p.m.
tlmeslot, sandwiched between
the two most-watched shows on
TV, "Seinfeld" and "ER."
This is supposed to indicate to
the audience that "Suddenly Susan" is a funny, new, original
show that we'll all love.
Guess what? It's not
"Susan" is merely an incarnation of one of the most successful
TV sitcoms ever, "The Mary

Tyler Moore Show." After seeing
"Susan" for a few weeks now, it
is evident that this "new" show
has blatantly stolen from
"Mary," from premise to plotline
to characterization.
The entire premise of the show
is "Mary" all over again. In the
first episode of "The Mary Tyler
Moore Show," Mary Richards
(Mary Tyler Moore) breaks off
her engagement and moves to
Minneapolis to pursue a career in
the media - television news. In
the pilot episode of "Susan,"
Shields' Susan leaves her fiancee
at the alter, and reobtains her job
in the media - as a magazine
writer in L.A.
Not only have the NBC execs
thieved the "Mary" premise,
however. They have also stolen
entire characters and storylines.

The gruff, newsy, no excuses,
yet soft-hearted boss that is Lou
Grant from "Mary" also describes Susan's boss, Jake, only
he's younger and thinner.
The gum-chewing, street-smart, man-crazy gal-pal. Mary's
friend and neighbor, Rhoda Morgenstern, right? Also the specs of
Vickl, Susan's street-smart, mancrazy gal-pal.
To further illustrate, the Oct. 2
episode of "Susan" had a plotline
that somehow seemed familiar ...
because it was taken, practically
verbatim, from an episode of
"Mary."
Here's the episode of Mary:
Mary is bored with the dating
scene, and is telling her female
friend in this case) Georgette,
what she is looking for in a man.
In her detail, Mary describes her

boss Lou precisely, and
Georgette then advises her to try
to get together with him. Cut to
Mary's apartment, where Lou
and Mary are sitting on Mary's
couch, flirting and trying to kiss
each other without laughing, but
cannot. They continue to laugh not kiss - and decide they were
not meant to have a relationship
beyond friendship.
Here's the "Susan" episode:
Susan is bored with the dating
scene, and is telling her female
friend Vickl about it. VlcW
suggests she ask out co-worker
(and Susan's long time friend)
Luis. Cut to Susan's apartment,
where Luis and Susan are sitting
on Susan's couch, flirting and
trying to kiss each other without
See MARY, page eight.
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Julie Rentier, owner of the Angelwood Gallery, displays a piece
of Andy Lakey'i Jewelry.

Angel painter to
visit area gallery

'Goodnight' likable adventure
Scott Shrlner
The Back Pages

The Long Kiss Goodnight, the
latest action/adventure from director Renny Harlin (he made
Die Hard 2 andCliffhanger)
opened last Friday. Unfortunately, it didn't open in Bowling
Green. You've got to go to somewhere in Toledo to see it.
"Is it worth the trip?" You
might ask.
If you're into stuff like the Die
Hard movies, and you think, as I
do, that Cliffhanger is pretty
much the only decent movie Stallone has made for about eight
years, then yes, it is.
In The Long Kiss Goodnight,
Geena Davis (Thelma and
Louise, A League of Their Own
and Harlin's wife in real life) is
Samantha Cain, a happy and content elementary school teacher
with a young daughter and a

sweet boyfriend. She's got a nice
and calm life, except for one
problem: She has amnesia. She
can only remember the last eight
years of her life. Anytime before
that is completely blank to her.
She doesn't even know who the
father of her child is since she
got pregnant before she lost her
memory.
One day, however, she gets into
a car wreck that starts to Jog her
memory. In a twist that is very
similar to the Schwarzenegger
film Total Recall, she slowly realizes that before she lost her
memory, she was Charlene
"Charly" Baltimore, hired assassin for the CIA.
Not long after she gets her
memory back, a lot of bad guys
start coming after her, so she
hires a low rent, former jailbird
detective named Mitch Hennesey (Samuel L Jackson) to
help her find out what's going on

and rediscover her buried past.
The best part about the movie
is Geena Davis. This is certainly
her most interesting performance since 1991's Thelma and
Louise, and just like in that movie, her character captivates us by
transforming throughout the story from a quiet, withdrawn individual to a tough and almost
scary heroine. There are some
great moments when she starts
to remember who she really is,
including a scene where her martial arts skills begin to reemerge
while she is chopping vegetables
for dinner with a knife.
Jackson, whose lighthearted
and likable character effectively
balances the more tense parts of
the film, observes Davis' transformation best when he hears her
cursing and handling a gun at one
point early on, and says, "When
did you start cussing? When I
first met you, you'd say things

like, 'Oh, phooey! I burned the
darn muffins!'"
The movie is very much like a
Die Hard film, and Just like those
movies, it revels In its own silliness. Most of the action scenes
are completely implausible; at
one point, Davis actually throws
one of the bad guys into the current of Niagara Falls, and he
emerges a minute or two later,
brandishing a rifle, with just a
couple of cuts on his forehead.
And If any real people got beat up
as bad as Davis and Jackson do in
just the tirsthalf of this movie,
they'd have run down the curtain
and joined the 'choir invisible.'
But The Long Kiss Goodnight
makes no apologies for being just
what it is: an exciting, often
goofy, but always fun roller coaster of a movie that, unlike a lot of
action films, never runs out of
gas.

JOB Boyle
The Back Pages

GRAND RAPIDS - Andy
Lakey nearly died in 1990.
Following his experience,
Lakey felt a call; a call to paint
images of angels, the angels that
saved him from death.
Angelwood Gallery, in this
village about IS miles northwest
of Bowling Green, will be
Lakey's latest stop on his Journey
to the year 2000.
According to Angelwood Gallery owner Julie Beutler, Lakey
will paint number 2000 in his
Angel 2000 series on midnight of
Jan. 1,2000.
"We were chosen as the only
stop in Michigan and Northwest
Ohio," she said. "There's only 70
dealers in America."
Lakey, since his rise in popularity, has added two more products to his Angel line, the Sketch
2000 series, and a line of jewelry.
The Angel 2000 series is
unique, Beutler said, because it is
a form of art both the blind and

the sighted can enjoy.
"They are raised, and painted
to focus on the blind," she said.
Lakey will be visiting the gallery Oct. 19-20, with a reception
the night of the 20th at 7 p.m. for
a $5 admission fee.
Beutler said she has been interested In art her whole life,
which led her to opening the gallery.
"It's the only thing I've ever
wanted to do," she said.
Beutler's gallery, despite its
name and current show, is not
strictly an "angel shop."
In addition to new art shows
every month, Angelwood Gallery
features art lessons, for both experienced and novice artists.
"We have pottery classes, and
In November we'll have paper
making and paper marbling.
Watercolor and pastels classes
will be offered in late winter,"
she said.
Beutler hopes to have the
building Angelwood Gallery is in
now transformed into a community arts center in the future.

HAUNTS
Continued from page seven.

minute walk-through time
through a haunted basement that
until November 2
carries the visitors through a
Sponsored by 93.5 FM, "Terror whole pre-scripted story,
in the Basement" boasts a 20-25
Included throughout the base-

A division of Hindlc> Electronics
ith over 16 year* of service
he Bowling Giecn area

SVGA
MONITOR
INCLUDED

16MB RAM
1 OX CD-ROM
PI33 Processor
16-bit Sound Card
1.33 GB Hard Drive
Ojy CD-Software Package
^ 33.6 Modem with Voice
Plus Much More

ment are rooms such as "The
Transformation Room" (where
creatures appear and disappear
right before your eyes) and "The
Haunted Room" (which features
flying and floating objects), as
well as rooms based on such horror classics as "Friday the 13th,"
"A Nightmare on Elm Street,"
"Night of the Living Dead," and
"Child's Play."
Admission is $5 a person, and
some of the money earned from
"Terror in the Basement" will be
donated to "Glass City Class Dis-

1559

ney World Travel Fund," a
project that will send 20 local
high school students to Disney
World to perform with the Disney World Dancers for a week.
419-471-0171, 4223 Monroe
Street
The Darkside (Toledo)
Fridays and Saturdays
7:30-12 JO, Sunday 7:30-11 JO
Located at the Northtowne
Mall on the comer of Alexis, Detroit, and Telegraph, "The Darkside" takes you through a very
nicely assembled haunted house
for a rather pricey admission fee
ofS7.
Featured rooms of interest include a "Hellraiser" room, a
room of floating glow-in-the-dark
hockey masks (yes, there's more
to it than that), and a part where
you have to literally crawl over...
well... you'll see.
Oh yeah, visitors who stop out
between Thursday and Saturday
will get a chance to see BUZZ
106.5 FMs disc jockey Z-Man
buried alive in a coffin for 48

hours straight.
419-868-1065, Comer of Alexis,
Detroit, and Telegraph
The Slaughter House (Toledo)
7 JO-?, until October31
For a $7 admission price I was
hoping to get a lot more out of
this three-story warehouse than
just wandering around its relatively abandoned structure, but
unfortunately, that's exactly
what I got. This place dida lot
better of a job last year.
419-473-55S2, 37 North Superior Street
The Haunted Greenhouse
(Fremont)
7-?, every Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday in OctoberDue to a
mistake on my own part, I didn't
get a chance to make it out to this
particular haunted house on
time. They did a really good job
at this place last year, though,
and this year they've discovered
the six story deep "Catacombs of
Doom." For $5 a pop, this sounds
like a winner to me.
419-S47-7697, McPherson

Highway (Route 20)
The Trail of Terror (Bowling
Green)
730-lltiO October 24-26, October 30-November JJEvery year
the Bowling Green Jaycees sponsor a haunted house of some sorts
here in Bowling Green, and this
year the haunted hot-spot in
question is "The Trail of Terror"
in Wlntergarden Park. For a
mere $3 visitors get to go on a
20-25 minute jaunt down a winding trail that includes various
horrific scenes as well as other
frightening spectacles. And as if
that's not good enough, WFAL
will be broadcasting live from
"The Trail of Terror" on Halloween night. This place should
be right-up a lot of BG residents'
alleys, especially If you don't
want to drive to Fremont or
Toledo.
419-354-BGJC, Wintergarden
Park on South Wintergarden
Road

FLUFFY
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Continued from page seven.

rifled neighbors.

porch roof in a running stance has drawn complaints from hor-

But Smith says they're overreacting. The hanging cat is no
more offensive than a tacky lawn
ornament, she said.
"Who is anyone to come on my

property and tell me what is in
bad taste? I don't happen to like
pink flamingos, you know? I
think anyone who has pink flamingos in their yard has bad
taste," said Smith, 40, a postal
worker and mother of two.

wooooooooooooooooow
The Bowl-N-Greenery
SEAFOOD SPLASH
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'Mmi ■Muffn, .Swtit ffOi 'Soup dr Selad 'Totaloe Tor'MiUMOItJJ

Students &
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Kids 4-11 03.8S
Tor JUservaticms Call: 372-2235 %ds 3 & "Under eat Tree!)
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Come Check It Out 7 Days A Week!

OPENS THIS WEEKEND!
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Sweetest Day Special ^
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'Prime^6&
'Prime %}6 'Buffet
In addition to regular menu
items and other special!
163 S. Main
352-2595
FAX 353-5210
Downtown BG
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'So- Called' actress p lays 'Juliet'

• Reviews
Darren Liderbach
The Back Pages

Nicole Stoner
The Back Pages

Weezer appeared In the music
world In 1994 with their selftitled debut album that contained
hits such as "Undone (The
Sweater Song)" and "Buddy
Holly," both of which were catchy tunes that easily stuck in
one's head.
Now they've returned with
their second album, "Pinkerton,"
and the CD is filled with more of
these fun, stlck-in-your-head
songs.
According to Rivers Cuomo,
the guitarist and lead singer who
also wrote all the songs on "Pinkerton," the songs are arranged
in the order that they were written, and the album tells the story
of the past two and a half years of
his love-life.
Many of the songs like 'Tired
of Sex" and "Why Bother?" are
somewhat noisy, but they have a
melody that I found myself singing along with The album also
contains some sweeter songs
such as "No Other One" and the
gentler "Butterfly."
If you've liked Weezer in the
past then you'll probably like
"Pinkerton," but if having their
songs running through your head
over and over sounds like torture
to you then I'd stay away from
this album because the songs are
guaranteed to stay with you long
after you've heard them.
P.5. - If "Weezer" and "Pinkerton" arent enough to satisfy
your Weezer cravings, you might
also want to check out the soundtracks to the movies "Angus" and
"Mallrats" for some more
Weezer tracks.

In five years, as few people
will remember the new album by
the bass guitar aficionado Les
Claypool (currently of Primus),
as will remember the resurrection of bell bottoms that
was born and died (again) within
the lifespan of a hydrogenintolerant goldfish
"High Ball with the Devil"
does have some saving qualities:
an all-star cast (almost), Including Charlie Hunter and Henry
"It's Spoken Word, Not No Sissy
Poetry" Rollins, Les Claypool's
always impressive intercourse
with a bass, and ... well, that's
pretty much It
The first song, traditionally
placed to draw the listener in,
here called "Running the Gauntlet," Is a challenge to press STOP.
But other pieces, "Holy Mackerel" and "The Awakening,"
show off Claypool's exemplary
skills. They are In the style of
Les's flying fingers that fornicate with the strings.
For the most part, though, the
songs are as inventive as sheet
metal and as Interesting as Joan
Rivers at the Emmy's.
There's nothing spectacular on
the album. Everything is familiar. So, does "High Ball with the
Devil" sound like a poor rehashing of Primus?
Do koala droppings smell like
cough drops?
So if you love Primus and are
drooling merely to waste time
until the next Primus album is
released, well, grab that old
quickerpickerupper and wipe up
that mess. Dip your earlobes into
this album. Maybe you'll find it
more copacetic than I do.

Eileen Glanton
The Associated Press

Mention the name Claire Danes
and you might think of the angstridden but slyly smart and wisebeyond tier-years teen from the
short-lived television series "My
So-Called Life."
That's about to change.
The 17-year-old actress Is
taking a major leap into the Big
Time with the plum role of Juliet
in Baz Luhrmann's sizzlingly updated "William Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet.''
"I'm starting to feel like my
wings are spreading," Danes
says. "I feel like an idiot for saying that, but it's true. I look back
a year ago and I'm like, 'God, I
was such a baby.' But I know it'll
be like that in another year, too."
No doubt she'll look back at
playing Juliet as a major turning
point. Juliet is her deepest and
darkest role, expected to give her
a long shot at an Oscar and solid
footing on Hollywood's A list.
To play Juliet, Danes tapped
into her considerable intellect,
then, unexpectedly, into her
heart.
"When I started 'Romeo and
Juliet,' I was just starting to
break up with my boyfriend, and
I would cry periodically during
rehearsals," she said about ending her relationship with musician Andrew Dorff, brother of
actor Stephen Dorff. "It's Just so
hard to be talking about love
when you're supposed to be falling out of it."

she still wears a uniform to
school - Le Lycee de Francais in
Los Angeles - Danes is most definitely not the girl next door.
Danes grew up in a loft in New
York's arty Soho district. At 10,
she decided she wanted to act,
and her artist parents enrolled
her in the prestigious Lee Strasberg Theatre Institute.
She was only 14 when she won
the role of Angela in "My SoCalled Life." Critics and a loyal
core of viewers adored it, but the
show lasted only one season although it was later rebroadcast
on MTV. Small-but-sweet roles in
"Little Women" and "Home for
the Holidays" followed, giving
Danes a reputation as a major
talent with a maturity beyond her
years.
That maturity serves her well
in "To Gillian on Her 37th Birthday." As Rachel, Danes plays a
sad but enlightened teenager, far
more solid than the muddled
adults around her.
Danes was particularly drawn
to Rachel's normalcy.
"She's actually the most normal person I've played, ever,"
Danes says. "Basically, she's just
a teen-ager living In 1996, she
goes to the mall and goes to see
movies and she's just starting to
see boys."
That could also describe Danes
herself. Although she may pack
her schedule with exotic appointments on movie sets and
posh hotels, her hobbies are
extraordinarily ordinary.
She loves (LOVES!) going to
the movies. ("Fargo" and
'Trainspotting" are her current

Strong stuff for one so young.
But while her speech is still laced
with "like" and "you know" and

Continued from page nine.

laughing, but cannot. They continue to laugh - not kiss - and
decide they were not meant to
have a relationship beyond
friendship. Sound familiar?
Obviously, the major difference between the shows is that
"Mary" was an original. Mary
was a pioneer as a single career
woman. The show was cuttingedge at the time, because in the
'60s it was pretty much unheard
of for Mary to have left a "good
man" in pursuit of some job. This
is what the show's attraction was
— It was a new idea, and the
reason that audiences tuned in
(In addition to Mary Tyler
Moore's lovability, naturally).
Times have indeed changed.
But for how much "Susan" filches from "Mary," her character
is simply not as likeable. Instead
of letting the audience cheer for

and encourage Mary to "make it
after all" after she turns her life
around, Susan makes it seem all
but fashionable to leave her betrothed on their wedding day,
making her character rather unsympathetic.

other networks - arent going to
hire writers and producers to
create something new, why hire
them at all? Are we to accept as
"Must See TV" - the most popular TV on the tube these days only a poor rewrite of shows

"Susan" is merely an incarnation of one of
the most successful TV sitcoms ever, "The
Mary Tyler Moore Show."
Not that Brooke Shields doesnt
have her charms. She seems to
have a natural comic timing,
which helps her cause (if you can
stand her pratfalls and slapstick
brand of humor). However, as it
has been said time and time
again, writing is where it's at. If a
show doesn't have good, creative,
witty writing, it's nothing. It's
worse than nothing - it's canceled.
If the suits at NBC - and all the

Mik

Chrte Wilkinson

Jim

Associated Members
bers
Rich Weber
Jeff Perchan

A Basket overflowing with bright
and beautiful blooms and a
chocolate bar for your sweetie.

$15.UU and up

Carnation
Special
Vased Carnations
$20.00
w/Babies Breath

Granted, who could really
blame the people behind "Susan"
for wanting to imitate one of the
funniest ar.d most successful
shows of all time? But, at the
very least, let's ask that if the
writers can't be creatively funny,
they at least be funny theives.

MM]J\u\\zu\ m

Matt Edmif;
Nick Blair
Rick Car
Andy Mi
Jason Schuller

place, very passionate and vibrant. There are so many colors
surrounding you when you're
there."
"I was really the only girl
there," she said, not unhappily.
"And by the end, when we were
shooting the gang stuff, there
were aaaalllll these boys in this
Wild West kind of place and it got
a little out of control."
Invariably, DiCaprio led the
pack. He came to "Romeo and Juliet" widely acclaimed, but with a
bad-boy reputation so different
from Danes', many wondered
whether they'd click.
They do; their scenes together
are the best in the brash, bold
film.
"I think we understand each
other," Danes said. "I mean, we're two different chemicals, and
when you put us together in the
same container, things start happening. Good and bad things."

Remember that Special Someone
with the beautiful gift of flowers!

from yesteryear? Does the word
"creative" apply only In sentences like, "Be creative when you
steal ideas from other shows?"

Congratulations New Initiated Brothers:

favorite films.) She also likes to
draw and sketch, although she
frets that her skills may not as
good as they once were. And like
most of us, she likes to read but
laments about her lack of time to
crack a book.
One thing she did find time to
read was Shakespeare's "Romeo
and Juliet," deconstructing the
play with a tutor while the rest of
her English class read Richard
Wright's "Native Son."
Danes had scored the part on a
recommendation from Jodie Foster and an emphatic nod from
leading man Leonardo DiCaprio,
who was cast first.
Months after production,
Danes looks back on the film and
DiCaprio with a mix of awe, admiration and shock.
"It was so surreal, the whole
experience," she said. "For four
months, we were in Mexico City,
which Is really kind of a magical

TR
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Sweetheart Roses
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906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 353-8381
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"Northwest Ohio's Most Complete Floricultural Shopping Experience"

BGSU
vs.
Ball State
Saturday, October 19 • 1:00

HEY! PAY ATTENTION!
SWEETEST DAY is this
Saturday, October 19th!
Don't get caught without
something for your sweetie.
Packages Plus—can help you
pick out your own gift idea or walk
out quickly with one of their "ready
to go animals" or "talking lips" with
Mylar balloons attached for $6.95.
REMEMBER,
Saturday Oct. 19th
GET THERE!

For Ticket Information, Call 372-2762

Packages plus.•. m Railroad st

Cards and Gifts and more

Bowling Green

Hours: M-F 10-8 Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

352-1693

A special thanks to this year's sponsors:
Barney's Convenience Mart
Food Town • Krogers
Ohio Lottery • Pepsi
Wal*Mart • One Touch Cellular
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Ohio
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m
1

3 C>y Home Shopping Spree

To Be Announced

To Be Announced

Agricountry

Headline Newt

News "

Ann.il Aj.enlurcs

Paid Program

U.S. Farm Report

News lor Kids

Animal Adventures

Jungle Cubs X

Paid Program

NBC News Nighlside Used Cars

Nick News (In Stereo1* Gladiators 2000

With God on Our Side

Naturescene

Today (In Stereo) X.

Nature Sperm Whales The Real Mooy D-ck"

CTi

Paid Program

(4 30i Movie: e'i • Brand of the QeWI 1944)

m

Paid Program

CAE

Michigan

Wild Ohio

SC
USA

Kipper's P 0 V

SecretsotCrypt

Ninia Turtles

Street Sharks X

Bugs ft Tweety

Bugs 4 Tweety

Bone Chillers £

Gargoyles-GoMh

Science Guy

Sing Me a Story X

Saved by Bell

Hang Time (In Stereo) Saved by Bell

California Dreams f

Pepdl s Kitchen

Prudhomme's Fiery

Marcia Adams
Wild Ohio

Internet! (In Slereo}

Computer Chronicles John Stobart

Joy 0* Painting

Shining Time Station Barney ft Friends X

Puzzle Place (R) X

Lamb Chop

Barney 4 Friends X

Race to Save the Planet (In Stereo) X

Treils.de: Adventure

Bananas in Pajamas

All Dogs Go

Dino Babies 3

CBearand JamalX

Big Bad Beetteborgs

Casper (In Stereo) X

Spider-Man «

Goosebumps.H

X-Men (In Stereo) X

To Be Announced

Dynamo Duck

Pigasso s Place

Kids Cafe

Sky Dancers

Dragon Flyz

Animal Adventures

Midwest Outdoors

,

^'.^^'■■aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii™r'.» ^rT~^|.^^

[straight Talk R

Lite With Louie X

Tick (In Stereo) I

American Adventurer Sports Express (R)
1

aMI

Auto Show

ll ir7,T<^kf.ri^T^l<h^TIT-7TTTir»Ml

LE STATIONS

ran program
[Monty ryaton
nnOMUnCf
ram rrogram
COM
Ultimate Outdoors
Racehorse Digest (R) Sportscenter (R)
ESPN NHL Hockey: Ffyers al Coyotes
,
HBO 1,4 C5) Movw: 'Nature" Halting of Forrest Gump Behind the scenes Movie:**'] A?o*fe"(l994.0rama}KeimCarradeie. PG S

tan

Zoo Today
Mighty Ducks X

Kidsongs 'in Stereo)

(OB Air)
(Off Air)

[New Doug

Womtn's Volleyball
SCIFI

Theater

Facts of Lite «

Photo Satan

|0utdoor Store

jWalker's Cay

Fly Fishing Magazine Under Wild Skies

American Shooter

Neverendmg Story X Wizard of Oz I

Movie: *** "Neir' (1994) Two doctors invade a backwoods woman s isolated existence X

Inside the NFL (B) (In Stereo) I

Paid Program

Coll Football

|Football Forecast

Great Outdoors

[Sports 101

j College Gameday

Pro Footbal Insider

Prime Cuts ;R

Football Wcck'y

SportVHeelth

Sportt/Htallh

Against the Spread

Powerrider

Men Into Spec*

Pad Program

Paid Program

Pam Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Movie: "Project A^o vs. Sanies Me?" (1990, Science Fiction) Animated A birthday girl finds outer space adventure

Anti-Gravity Room i

Bloomberg TV

Bloomberg TV

Bloom berg TV

Paul Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

WingCommand

|Paid Program

| World Wrestling Federation Live Wire

Pro Football Weekly

|Street Fighter X

OCTOBER 19,1996

SATURDAY

IHEI'll■ aft■WE.TPrM afl ■!»-WEI q$ n>ft[ in arc utr p^ia-M iw asMfcrisira M twiKmu aa lavfr:n I aa ■■IMIBUVJ MWKI*irairm aa iiro»rn 11 PM| 11:30 [12 AM

lOAOCAST STATIONS

CD

m

TBA

Storybreak To Be Announced
Flash

Legend of Sleepy Hollow n

Weekend

Inside Slutl Keep Faith Food*-Pay Simplicity

Powerrider Coltfgt Football Ar Force at N:tre Oatre I- rcm South Bena Ind (Live) a

Eating Well Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Wood shop

Hometime

Router

Wdwright

Chefs

Naturescn

Prime

Michigan

Old House

Hometime

Workshop

Grilling

Gourmet

Cucina

Painting

Painting

Garden

Wdwright

Movie: ee "Super A*jno0ros." (1993) Boo Hoskms

CD
©

Medicine Woman

College Football: Auburn al Florida (Live)

American Sportswomen College Football: Regional Coverage

Movie:*** "The Freshman "(1990) Marlon Brando. Cape (In Slereo) X

College Football: Nontiwestem al Wisconsin (Live)

TBA

Movie: «•' i The Cm of the Cave Bear (1986)

Outer Limns (In Slereo)

JL

Relauvity Movmgln-I NewsS

iMovie: "Cuttrtn Class"

Dark Skies (In Stereo) X Pretender' Fryer'" I

Profiler' Unholy Alliance

Lawrence Welk Show

Legendary Trails (R) I

Legendary Trails iRIX

Pavarotli in Confidence Austin City Umrts (fl|

Travels

Lawrence Welk Show

All Creatures

Movie: »«« TheManchunanCanttOate'tm!)FrankS«iatra

SelnleldX |Prepjeme

World Series: Game I - Braves or Cardinals at Onoles or Yankees

Entertainers (In Stereo)

Movie

Martini

Movie: *** 'Maooma rrufhorOare"(l991)

Travels

College Football Teams to Be Announced

jMovie: *• "The ftune5rone-(1992) Peter R«ged

Movie: •* "Remote"(1993. Comedy) {Fresh Pr.

walker. Texas Hanger X New*

Common

M'A'S'H JfTCesh Eip.

I NBC News

Hercules-Jrnys.

Xena: Warrior Pnncess

Second Noah (In Stereo) Coach 5

Austin City Limits Hi

iGnll
Garden

Early edition (in stereo)

Entertainment Tonight

ISimpsons IStep-SUp

I Fresh Pr.

Blossom I Saturday Night Live X

|Mad TV (In Stereo) I

To Be Announced
rs

|M. Theatre

[Mystery!:Over
Home Imp
TBA

[Roseanne iKung Fu: Legend Cont.

"Anyfhng"

CABLE STATIONS
"STewavdess Scnc>or(ige6) Brett Culten
jAbsolutely Ullman
College Football Nolfwestem at Wisconsin (uve)
Scoreboard Golf Nike Tour Championship •■ Third Round From Atlanta. (Live) |Sportscfr. [College Football East Caroira at Miami (L^e) X
ESPN G-imeday
Movie: eee'i "FOTes!Gump"(19M) Tom Hanks. "PG-13 I
[Movie:**1'! "Maote BlAmenca" (1993) 'PG-13' 31
Without Pity: Abilities
HBO Movie:** "The iegend ot &«c jcir [Lilestories: Famil*s
College Football Western Carolina al Marshall (Lt»e)
Scoreboard Central
Buckeye
Football
Football
College Football Rutgers at Boston College. (Live)
[Scoreboard Central
Players
Secret ID.

Dracula

Swamp

Oragon

Renegade "Headcase"

SUNDAY
I SAM

I

ITraJteiPsifi Movie: « . "Spontaneous Comeustion"(t990)

5:30

Odyssey X Tekwsr Senoul" (R) I

Movie: **'1rleUercvee&penmenr(i994)X

Highlander: The Series |Movtt: "Seem VWness. Wnala Quo Sa»" (1994) X |Movie: ... -He<i'raiser"|t987) Andrew Robrnson

I

6 AM

I

6:30

I

7 AM

I

7:30

I

fiAiM

I

I

9 AM

I

9:30

Keeneland
Pacific Blue (In Slereo)

I

|Sporiscenterjt

|Movie: «**« "Gooofe«is"|1990 Drama) Robert DeN.ro "R I

|Movte: «S "Severed r«"(1992) Over Reed

Movie:** "HeUmnd. Heirai»rl/"(1988, Horror)

8:30

[Football Scoreboard
-'"

10 AM

Thorbred

High School Football

Sightings

Tekwar "Salour(R)I

Weird Sci. puckman

Movie: •': V<eAcadem/-(19e9)

|*Sii«ifr

OCTOBER 20,1996
11AM
11:30

10:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
<F)
fQ
fit

en
en

SD

(3.00) Home Shopping Spree

Shop Spft*

To Be Announced

Power lor Living

Day ot Discovery K

Kenneth Copeland If SMfM

Sunday Morning Vioim.$l Gil Shaham. X

14-001 Movie:** ' T^e Bear (1987. D-ama)

Paid Program

Pad Program

Morning Prayer

Paid Program

Good Morning America/Sunday X

Martha Stewart

This Old House (R) X Toledo Up Front

NBC News N.ghtsioa |UsedCars

Making Money Mead

Community Close-Up To Be Announced

Jack Van Impe

Nature The Crater Lions' (In Stereo) X

Legendary Trails (In Stereo) (Pan 3 of 4) I

(Oft Air)

Round Table

American TV

HowolPowerilnSte'eoiS

Feed the Children

Katie and OrWe X

Barney t Friends X

Sesame Street X

Magic School Bus X European Journal

Kidsongs (In Slereo)

Shining Time Station Bamey A Friends X

Puzzle Place (R) X

| Real Estate Digest

Today (In Slereo) X

Arthur (In Stereo) X

Out of Ireland

Face the Nation X

This Week With David BrinUey X

John Cooper

Meet the Press X
[Editors

Tony Brown

Think Tank

Magic School Bus X [Magic School Bus X LHe on the Internet X Computer Chronicles

James Kennedy

LamD Chop
Foi Mews Sunday

'paid Program

NFL Films Presents

Space Monkeys

Siegfried-Roy

Jumanji X

Mouse 4 the Monster Incredible Hulk X

(incredible Hulk X

Church Services

Princess Gwenevere

Strike Force

JumantiX

Mouse & the Monster Incredible Hulk X

[incredible Hulk X

Siegfried-Roy

Politically Incorrect

Politically Incorrect

Inside the PGA Tour

NFL Match-Up (R)

Sport sweekly

(OH Air)

Oscar's Orchestra

Dino Babies Jt

Paid Program

Jimmy Swaggart

(400) Movie: 'KtiiD<T |GoWen TV Greats

Main Floor

Pre. Bodysense

Princess Gwenevere

Strike Force

(OK Air)

Hour o* Power (In Stereo) X

Churcnof Today

Paid Program

Paid Program

(Mystery Science Theater 3000 High-School Big Shot." (R)

Scholastic Spt

Sportscenter (ft)

Dan Berry Home

Lions Report
| Space Monkeys

CABLE STATIONS
COM

Paid Program

PA

J Program

ESPN College Football East Carolsna at Miami fRj
HBO

3 55; Movie:

IComedy Hour: Ria Pudner Marned Witht

Inside Sr. PGA

[Speedweek (R)

Movie: *• "A Dangerous P«ce"(l995. Drama) Ted Jan Roberts 'R'

Movie: **'i "The Woman m Red"(1984)
Sportscenter

[NFL Countdown

Movie:' Sree/Maoncvias" (1989) So iron-willed women gather at a Lcwisiana beauty panor PC Movie: •• "HidingOuf"(1987) JonCryer X

Drag Racing: NHRA Sears Nationals

Prime Cuts (P)

Futbol Mundtal iR<

SportsFair America

Sports/Health

Powerrider

Paid Program

4 00) Heartstoppers: Horror at the Movies

Paid Program

Paid Program

Pa:dPfogram

Paid Program

Paid Program

Pad Program

SCI-FI

USA

Factt of LHe X

, C-Net Central

Superman Batman

Mighty Max

Double Dragon

Action Man

Uttretorce (in Slereo)

Street Fighter '

| Paid Program

Politically Incorrect
Sports Reporters

nMverending Story X Wizard of 02 X

SCIFI

SC

[Politically Incorrect

Buzz (R)

Football Forecast

Pathfinder

Pro Football Insider

Pro Football Weekly |Coach Bill Cowher

Inside Space (R)X

SF Vortex (R)X

Sci-Fi Trader

Alien Nation'Green Eyes X

Mortal Kombet

Savage Dragon X

WingCommand

World Wrestling Federation Superstars

SUNDAY
OCTOBER 20,1996
I12PMI 12:30 I 1 PM I 1:30 I 2 PM I 2:30 I 3 PM I 3:30 14 PM I 4:30 I 5 PM I 5:30 16 PM I 6:30 I 7 PM I 7:30 18 PM I 8:30 19 PM I 9:30 110 PMI 10:30111 PMI 11:30112 AM
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD
e>
®
©
G3
CD

©

TBA

TBA

To Be Announced

|To Be Announced
:-■, ■

Mcvte. •••

Gary Ptnhel Btackney

■ at

.-

,-:

TBA

Little House on the Prairie

PaidPioo.

Maicr League Soccer MLSCup-TeOTSloBeArinrMCTrj «

CBS News

60 Minutes [In Slereo) I Touched by en Angel T Hov.e: Blue fio«o"(t9%. Drarr.ai Ann-Wargret I News K

ABC News

Perot 96

NFL Football v a—II Ddprnis

Finng Line Contrary

Cecilia Bartoli

Wisdom ol Faith

Market

Adam Sm.

McLaughlin McLaughlin Nova (In S'ereoi I

Lawrence Welk Show

Old House [Baking

Desserts

Quills

Sewing

Lawrence Welk Show

Genesis-Living

Workshop

Gourmet

Foi NFL Sunday «.

NFL Football Al anta Falcons at Dallas Cowboys. From Texas Stadium X

Auto Show iWallSt

Country Clips

Americana

Movie; **'i "Moscowon fheHudson"i1984,

Fishin*

Court TV

Adam Sm.

Journal

[Movie: •'; Flash Gordon 11980) Sam J. Jones.

Coast Gu.

Movie: »»♦ "The BuddyHotr/Story~lW6)

I Video.

Lou i Clark-Superrjian

Movie:

TwoT

American Gladiators X

Extremists [Emergency To Be Announced
Viper Talk Is Cheap"

Used Cars

Money

Legendary Trails R H

Nature (In Slerec

K

Masterpiece Theatre B-c-o": Class (InStereo)!

Mystery!: Oevet

NMureX

Birth ol Europe

Nature (In Slereo) X

Masterpiece Theatre Broken Glass'(In Slereo) X

Austin CHy Unite (fl)

(OflAJr)

Pregame

Star Trek: Voyager X

Medicine Woman

Talk to Ve '1996. Drama! Yasi

NFL Footbell Cncimati Bengals at San Francisco 49ers From 3Com Par. (Live) X

IHL on NBC I
Hometime

Ph'ladeiprtt Eagles From Veterans Stadium

Gunsmoka

jWorld Senes; Ga-ne 2 - Braves or Cardinals at Onoles or Yankees

Could It Be a Miracle

Movie: **'i "Anything to Survive" (1990, Drama)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9 NBA Preseason Basketball Utah Jau al Detroit Pistons (Live)

|Slar Trek: Deep Space > |Movte: "Rvwray ltw"
Sports Update

[Home Imp. New* X

Sports Xtrs

TBA

Karaoke

Transition

Talk

CABLE STATIONS
COM

'i CCi Movie: "Woman" Baseball
" }'-■ NFL Countdown

HBO Movie:
SC Players
SCIFI
USA

Baseball

Equestrian. Gold Cup

Sluck in the '60s
Roed-lndy

Movie: ••'. TorKeeps"(i988) Molly Rngwaid X
New Edge

CNet

[Breeders' Cup Special

Movie . . DntmiLUeDntm!

Scoreboard College Football A.r Foce at Noire Dame.
Movie .»

Assassins

J. Patemo |NickSaban Lloyd Carr

Sightings iP X

Movie: .*'i "The8a0e"(1992i Johr.Gcodman X

JSinbad: Brain Damaged Midnight Train to Moscow

Der.ms Miller

Chicago Tnathlon

i

Movie:..'. -T)lelVcmafi«iBeo"(t984.Comeay)

NFL Pnmetime

Cheetleeding

Cheer lead

|Dr. Kau

[The Cntic

Fitness America Pageant (R)

Politically

iDailyShow Tick I

Sportscenter X

Movie: •> "Assassins" (1995. Drama) Sylvester Stalone. 'R' X

Motorsports Hour (R)

Game Pro

[Cycle World |R:

Psycho III' 11986) Anthony Perkos I
i^r

Tick I

Movie: «e ~C»«Jc*s-(19ll6) K5-13 IMovie: ••• -STeelMagnotos"(1989| Saty Field I Movie: "DnvinsMrss Darsy"(i9e9) I

Movie: •Bndeor'F

'.'.

[Gallagher

Golf N*e Tour Championship - Frial Round. (Lrve)

jMovie: .* MrBasebaT '1992) Tom Selleck X

|Movie

Buckeye

ABL Basketball Seattle Reign at San Jose Lazers

Darkside

Trader

fTrailer Park Stores

■'.■":'..> i'■•' I '■: - ,i.: ■..■■ - H." n

Keeneland

SportsFair America

[Odyssey .K. Flesh "Oul ol Control" X Robocop: The Senes

Pacific Blue (In Stereo)

Silk StrUkings (In Stereo) Big Easy Voodoo" I

NFL

Comedy

College Football: No II at Lourcrlt
Web(R)
New Edge
Silk Stalking nn Stereo) Reel Wild

BGSU Hockey vs. Boston College
Friday and Saturday at 7:00
Free Admission with SGSU ID

$2.00 Fare
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
T
$1.00 Fare
'For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adulf
Transit ID. Card Required
• Available at Grant's Administrator's Office,
354-6203

T
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access S
Group Seating
T

Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Service Area: Bowling Green
Please lei driver know how many
persons will be riding

This service is financed in part
from operating assistance gram
from ODOT & FTA

B.G. Taxi
352-0796
ITY:352 1515

Call 1 hour before service is Deeded.

x^^

J^D Check out the BGSU Recycling Program

TOBYS PARTY
OASIS
(State Liquor Agency)

"V Aluminum and Steel Cans v Mixed Office Paper
V Clear, Green, and
\ Magazines
Brown Glass
y Hard-Cover Books
\ Plastic Bottles #1 or #2
-\f Corrugated Cardboard
-y Newspaper, Telephone and
Course Books
Last year, 837 tons of material were recycled from
campus, 50 percent reduction in the waste stream.
Keep up the great work and please recycle!

O

BGSU Recycling
372-8909

"Meeting all your
party needs"

Liquor
Beer
Fine Wine
Pop/Ice
Party Supplies
Instant & Super Lotto
1070 N. Main, 353-1551 '
10a.m. -9p.m. Mon -Sat

Happy Sweetest Hay

lo all oar loyal
readers.
▼, The BG News

